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DEDICATION
With much honor and appreciation, we
dedicate this year 's PAX to our teacher,
leader, and academic dean Mrs. Margie
Spillers. In service with Subiaco Academy
for almost ten years, she has been working in
education for over thirty years. Six different
schools have had the honor of her presence.
Education is a large part of her life, and
her family's . Her son, Mr. Heath Spillers, is
also an educator at Subiaco. Her husband
Danny also works in education.
Mrs. Spillers has been a believer in
Catholic education since her high school days
at St. Scholastica in Fort Smith. She was
elected to serve as the representative to the
ISACS accreditation organization after being
the steering committee chairperson.
When Mrs. Spillers was a practice teacher
at Subiaco in 1971 , she made it one of her
goals to someday return to the academy.
Mrs. Spillers believes that being a part of a
Catholic school committed to the idea that
service to God and service to others is the
goal above all other goals.
We appreciate her countless hours of hard
work and dedication to the Academy.

Above: The class day begins long
before the first morning bell for
Mrs. Spillers. Here she prepares
fo r an other long day of monitoring
the success of Subiaco Academy
and its students.

Top left: Mrs. Spillers explains to senior
Shurelton H anley why he has to wear
his pleated Parker shorts. She was well
versed in the student handbook.

Mrs. Spillers was always making sure
that students followed the rules. Carrying paperwork with her at all times, she
is an example of a dedicated teacher
and administra tor.

1AM

a freshman kissing the Trojan Head to show tradition. I am the quarter paid to go to Wal-Mart. I
am a back-pack loaded down with class books. I
am dedication waking up at 6 a.m . to go to the gym. [ am a
freshman sprinting to beat the seniors to the lw1ch line. I am a
senior cutting in front of the long Iines. I am five studentcoW1cil
members yawning at the morning assemblies. I am room for
the Holy Spirit at a dance. I am a planner going to every class
so my boy won't forget what he's got to do tonight. [ am a
school that meets in church when a crisis breaks out. I am a
boarder receiving a gig for my roommate's dirty clothes. I am
a DVD running non-stop from late Saturday morning. I am a
herd of students leaving the do1ms twenty minutes before
assembly. I am a day dog getting locked out of the Student
Union for a pool stick broken by someone else. I am an eager
student racing out to the parking lot on the last day before a
break. I am an RA bossing others around during study hall.
I am the infamous V-neck sweater. I am the poor and mistreated
suffering the consequences of an undeserved maxi or mini ban.
I am a gig worker going to work on the fann after a long day
at school. I am the foreign speaker having to study on Saturday
forfearoffailing. I am a third eastdormerbeingforced to speak
Spanish in the ptivacy ofhis own room. 1am a freshman leader
preparing a skit that hopefully won't be booed .
[ am living the life of a Subiaco student.

Student Life

Some of the Subiaco footbaU
cheerleaders prepare themselves
for a nigflt filled with ups and
downs against the d.readed
Pulaski Academy. Pictured are
Chris Kechejian, Pa trick
Sullivan, Norman Taliaferro,
and Jeremy Seifert.

One of the great traditions of
Subiaco Academy is the poster
contest for new students during
Homecoming Week. Charlie Ford
(9) flaunts his homecoming poster
in front of the school during the
always unique Homecoming
Week.

Kevin Herr (12) mocks the Dover
pirates during a senior skit at the
pep rallies held weekly.

Undaunted
Spirit
T-T-T-R-O-J-J-J-A-N roared the student body as the
adrenaline of the night's game raced through
everyones blood like Rohen lbeh in alOO-yard dash.
S-T-P! S-T-P! They chanted even louder. The
achievements of the players and student body were the
result of the combined effon of each and every individual at Subiaco. Not only did most people leave
football and basketball games barely being able to
speak. they didn't mind the hoarseness. Subiaco spirit
was more than just orange and blue; it was a driving
force, an overwhelming determination to overcome any
and all challenges.
Vince Lombardi once said. "Winning is not a
sometime thing; it is an all the time thing." This philo ophy held true at Subiaco Academy, regardless of what
the scoreboard said in the end. What the players
lacked in height or ability, they cenainly made up for in
hean, spilling their guts for that extra yard or that loose
ball.

Who are WE? WE are the boys from Subi!!!

Homecoming Court: Clair Spivey escorted by Kyle
Kordsmeier (12), Queen Elizabeth Donhamescorted
by Craig Schluterman (12), and Julie Kremer es•
corted by Shurelton Hanley (12). Attendents were
Juliana Kremer and Nicholas Timmerman.

Dana Garcia (12) and Elliott
Taliaferro (11) show their
school spirit on orange and
blue day.

Members of the senior class
take a break during the
enlivening hon fire.

Life-long fr iendships begin in
Heard Hall among the freshman
and continue through the years.
Ryan Blackstock (9) is bei ng a
good friend by teaching
Browning Oliver (9) the algebra
lesson he had missed that day.

Ma tt Miller (11) and Cody
Jenkins (11) seek new students
to give advice to before the
poster-j udging contest o n
Thur::,day of Homecoming
Week.

Stuck like glue
Subiaco isn't like other high school in many aspects. The friendships made here are not like any others. A
friend made at Subi is a bond that' bound to last for life. At Subi we think of each other as brothers. not just as
friendsorcla s mates. Weare a family , notjusta student body. We help each other with problems,giveadvice,
cheer each other, take care of each other when one is in need, motivate each other, and even tutor each other. The
true meaning of friendship is lea med through thetrialsand tribulations that occur throughout the school year.
Friendship isdifficulttoexplain. It's not something you learn in a classroom, but if you haven't learned the meaning
of friendship, then you really haven't learned anything.

The "Fami ly" pose5 for a picture
one last time before Jace Reed
departs. Like all families, the
Subiaco family of students
sometimes experiences hardshi ps.
These three seldom lea\'e each
other's s ide. jun Yoon (10) sho"·~
In-Seung Kang (I 0) last night" s
homework assignment be.fore
assembly beglns as Jacob Bae
(IO) listens

Senio r varsity foo tball players
Jacob End res and T.J.
SchJuterman s it together, as
always, and wa tch as the
freshman tea m demol is hes their
opponent.

These juniors have appa rentl y
claimed this spot as theirs.
Elliott Taliaferro (11), Ralph
Duda (11 ), and Jason George
(11 ) are inseparable on and off
the basketba ll court.

Free to beme

Outside the Ma.in BuiJding is the
perfect place to show your skate-

board abilities.
Andrew
Hagan(lO) practices everyday.
Aftenoons at Subiaco are a
time to express yourself doing
what you like. Here Eric

After a week of bard work at Subiaco, Friday is the most
anticipated day by all students. It brings the weekend for
sleeping late and releasing the tension of the school week with
two days of doing something fun or nothing at all. Recreation
activities becomeimportanttoall boarders. Commanded by
David Cormier, activities vary from skating trips to art expositions. Someofthemorecommon activities are fishing, volleyball games, water skiing trips, and hiking trips. Fr. Hugh
Assenmacher and Br. Ephrem O' Bryan also contribute by
planning most of the biking trips. Mr. Paul Saboeusually takes
freshmen on special activities like overnight trips to the lake or
fishing. Students also get together forother activities: a jam
session, frizbee golfor just sunning on Heard Hall sloJ>fiS.

Jacbos(9) and Ren Oslica(9) are
showing their skills.

s. Joann
ynch took

any students
ho stayed over
he fall break to
'the Rock"

verlooking the
arrows of the

kansas River.

njoying the
ene are Jun
Yoon(lO), In-

Seung Kang(lO),
acob Bae(lO),
Hugo Mier(9),
eong Lee(ll),
and Gabriel

Femandez(9).
Mr. Paul Saboe enojys walking

Heard Hall's pet. Dusty was
adopted by Saboe and the freshmen class last year.
During the weekends, guitar and

bass players get together to rehearse. The most dedicated players Luis Jimenez(12) and Carlos
Jimenez(ll) play almost every
weekend in their rooms.
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Patrick Sullivan (12) and
Norman Taliaferro (12) pause
during the dance for a quick
picture with their gals from
Russellville.

Life is a dance
Anthony Gomez (11) and Tony Miller (9) take
a break from cutting too much rug and enjoy a
nice cold drink provided to the students
through the Parents Association.

At dances, most people just let it

all out and have fun. Phil Werner
(10) and Brittany Boyd from
Scranton are an example.

Life is a dance. from one stage to the next. At
dances there are those who hold the walls up LO
make sure that they do not fall down. These are
people who do not wish to get involved or take
chances. They are. however, the steady, solid
people in our society. Then there are dancer!, who
just let it all go. they cannot stop themselves from
dancing. These people could really care less what
people think about them. They take chance . And
the occasional fall.
At dances and in life. chaperones play an
important role. They control thing!). pro\'ide
guidelines. and make sure things don't get out of
hand. just as bosses and headmasters do in everyday
lives.
Dances. like life, include Limes or places where
you can step aside from the crowd and indulge in
those things in life that refresh m, and give us that
extra ounce of energy needed to meet a deadline or
build up courage to ask for a dance with that special
young lady across the room.
Dancing. like our lives. is an interaction
between two people who for a certain amount of
time have and share a connection with each other

Isn't it grand to sit on the sidelines? 1t
is with company like this! Ryan Pridgen
(11) reached the point where he had to
start turning down the ladies.
12
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Livin' It Up
Quieres Cafe'? ln a unique way

24 hours a day.
7 days a week.

of bringing his culture to Subiaco,
Jesus Ortiz (9) enjoys making
himself a nice cup of coffee.

+ 9 months a year
40 minutes of freedom
The advantages students gai n through boarding at Subiaco are endless. They know that when they are in the real world
the Subiaco ex peri ence will come in handy. They will never fo rget those memories of hanging out with fri ends, escaping
off campus, wrestling in the room, dri ving the deans crazy, ordering pizza. watching that DVD, play ing the music so loud
their ears hurt, hav ing late lights. sleeping in on Saturday, rushing through ni ght prayer, vacuumin g the halls, fi nding mail
that's been there fo r three weeks, the never-ceas ing bells, talking to kids back home, using a flashli ght to study, conversations with the monks, sitting on the benches, Saturday runs to Wal-Mart, fi ghting for that bottom bunk, running to grab a
computer, always finding help with homework, all the dances, and finally finding one minute of the day for yourself. Dorm
life is a time for fun, relaxation. and studying. Dorm life can hardly be dull when there are people fro m ten different
countries li ving in the dorm. Everyone has a different personality as well as culture. The great thing about the dorms is
that people adapt and get along. The fri ends, as well as the others met along the journey, wi ll be in their lives fo rever.

Gustavo Flores (9) stays up late

to study for his seemingly impossible test the following day. Due
to the early 10:00 curfew, late
lights were often abused by underclassmen.

Tommy Schad (11) and Casey
Hyke (11) try to control their urge
to learn with a magazine, before
a long and draining day of classes.

Suart Weston (9) c ritiques his
poster before the night before it
was doomed for the bonfire.

Ra lp h Duda (11) enjoys his
noodles at night prayer, right before he fee ls the wra th of second
floor dean David Cormier.

ln the Spanish Dorm, Sr. Aznar

Robert lbeh (12) lacks the energy

assists

to climb the steps to his third floor
dormitory after lunch. Robert
excels in track but lacks the energy for the short trip upstairs.

aef Saab(ll) with his

Spanish. It is a requirement to
speak Spanish while living or vis-

iting 3rd East. The Spanish
Dorm is only one of the many
things that make Subiaco so culturally diverse.
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Carl Koch (11) suddenly realizes
that he left his wallet at home.

Oh! That wedgy is gonna hurt.
Mitch Wewers (11) will never
sing bass aga in. Count on the
local students to enjoy thei r
time on the Hill.

Calling all the dogs:
Stand up and holler if you hear me!
"I better hurry and copy
this before the bell rings,"
thinks Peter Brandt (11 ).
Day students had a
reputation for academic
excellence to uphold.

Adam Rainwater (11) and Nick
Eckart (11) take their time getting
their pictures taken on picture
day. They ,.,•ere in no hurry to
get back to class.

Daydog Days of Subiaco
Daydog Pride run s deep in the hearts of fort y-s ix students
here at Subiaco. Even tho ug h they make up a mino rity. their
presence is always kn own. Whether it is taking over the
Student Unio n at lunch or do minating m a ga me of sprin gtime vo ll ey baJI. th e Daydogs are proud of the ir name and will
never mi ss a c hance to te ll you abo ut it. They sit through the
sa me c lasses and take the same tests. but their S ubiaco
experience di ffe rs fro m th at of a ni g htow l's. They do n,
have stud y halls. gigs fo r messy roo ms, or deans waki ng
them up at 6: 45 in the mo rning. But S ubi aco Daydogs have
their ow n challe nges and make the ir own sacrifi ces so that
they ca n carry the titl e ·'Subiaco Daydog." Instead of hav ing
dea ns te ll ing the m what to do, they put up w ith the ir parents
constantl y nagging them to do the ir ho mework . Instead o f
ealin g the cafete ri a food three tim es a day. they have to fe nd
for themselves and e ither coo k or bu y the ir own.
The after-school life o f Daydogs vari es . So me have jobs
that co nsume most of the ir time : o the rs j ust go home and
sleep. Hunting is a big weekend acti vi ty for most of them :
so me enjoy hang in g o ut. Nevertheless. Subi aco Daydog
pride reigns fo rever.
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John Cauldwell (9) prepares to
take his shot and try to win back
the money that he had previously lost. The pool table was
hotly contested during lunch on
any given day.

J' m w good I can beat you "ith my eye.,
closed, brags Jonas Slrobcl( 11 }.

Da) studcms were regular feature~ in the
S1udcn1 Union and domim11cd the game

M;chael Strobel, (9) Paul
Marsden, (9) and Jack
Cauldwell (10) pretend to be
studying for the camera. Busy
with chores or jobs, many day
students used the lunch time to
catch up on homework.

tables.
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INTERNATIONALS
Top: Blerim Kuqi is a two-year se-

Subiaco throughout the years ha been recognized for its cultural and ethnic
diversity. This year was not the exception. Students from all around the worldMexico, Curacao, Rwanda, Taiwan, South Korea, Germany , and Albania-arrived
in search of a good ed ucation and formation as future leaders while getting a taste
of the Subiaco experience. Coming to Subiaco as a boarder is difficult; it's even
harder for an international tudent to come to a different country with different
people. It is a challenge to survive the Subiaco experience. The familiar food ,
people, places, customs, girls, weather, cars, and social life were left back home.
Here, these students learn to value what is back home and appreciate what is to
be found here - like formation, conviction, responsibility. spirituality, dedication
and friend ship. All of these make Subiaco an attractive option for foreign students.

nior from Albania. He's often seen
playing pool.
Middle: Ma tth.iasZimmermanisa

new ju nio rfrom Germany. He is a
fan of bicycling.

1

Left: These students are from Taiwa n: Shou Chieh Lee(lO),Eric

Chiu(l2), and Jerry Chen(ll )
Bottom: During the fall Renaissance Day, students from Mexico
visited the !max theatre in Little
Rock: Enrique Gonzalez (12),

Rodrigo Vega (11 ), Eduardo
Mellado (9), Mauricio Mora (11 ),
Diego de la Garza (11), Carlos
Jimenez {11), and Sergio Suarez

(12).

Lntem ationa l s tudents often travel througho ut the sta te trying to learn its culture. Students from
Mexico enjoyed a weekend in Eureka Springs during the w inter. Left to right: Adrian Lea l(9), Marco
Corral(1 2), Luis Jimenez(12), M auricio M ora(] 1), Sergio Suarez(1 2}, Ca rlos Jimenez(1 l ), and Enrique

Gonzalez(12).

Bottom:Benjamin Mulinz.i is a new
junior from Rwanda. A skillfull

soccer player, he also enjoyed playing foozba ll.

wait before a long day of
classes: Gerson Penza ,
Sh urelton Hanley, Darvey
Isidora, and Darrick
Archa ngel

gather to play in th~ stu-

dent uruon: JayChoi(lO)
DavidAhn(l 1),ln•Seung
Kang(lO),Jun Yoon(lO),
Jeong Min Leo(ll),Jacob
B,1e(IO) , and Bobby
Bang( IO).

Shurelton Hanley (12) is bling blingin' with all
that "ice'' as he pauses from typing to pose with
fellow classmate Gilmar Gustina (12). Shurelton's
jewelry was always a key factor to his style and
made him stand from the rest.

Kevin Bedi (12) is a big fan of PauJ Bunyan as
you can tell. He bought this same jacket in red to
wear on the weekends. The goat-tee added a
little extra to the whole outdoors-men look. Don't
you think?

This group of students takes a break from dancing
with the ladies to take a picture. They aU seemed
to have similar styles on Homecoming night
because each of them aU wore khaki pants and a
blue shirt. How embarrassing that must have been.

You are what you wear...
Style is in the eye of I.he beholder; you don ' t
decide whei.her you have style. Style mainly consists
of appearance. Some have a lot, some have none at
al I. For I.hose that don· t, take notes. lf you go to the
mall and people pass staring and pointing, this is for
you. lf you walk past a group of girls and hear
nothing but giggles. this advice is for you. If you walk
into a department store and are asked to leave. this
advice is for you.
Now the first thing you need to get is a clue.
Secondly, get your parent· credit card by any means
necessary. ow you're ready to hit the mall, but don"t
go alone. Bring a female who is reasonably attractive,
popular and can help. If you don· 1 already know
someone like this, then go to the mall and beg.
Maybe bribery will help. Now shop! When you leave
the mall with a new wardrobe, all your style problems
should be over.

Chris Kechejian (12) is running a little late on this Monday
morning. Chris usually wore a hat in the morning to control that
bush on his head. As a matter of fact, he does it so much he's
beginning to go bald!
E.J. Taylor-Harris (10) stops in his tracks to examine
Jonathan Weaver's (9) wardrobe on Spirit Day.
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LaMarcus Irvin (11) is representin' every aspect of
style. He was thugged out to the fullest on Jigga
Day in his all Denham outfit. He couldn't forget the
wave-cap and the khaki boots to show he was a
true baUa.

David Ahn (11) is looking quite admirable in his Parker
uniform. He had his hands full with Mr. Kinney's pet possum,
but he still \Vanted to stand and give us a preview. A style page
in the yearbook just wouldn't be complete without mentioning
the new uniforms.
21

September 11, 2001
On September, 11 200 l, our lives were affected forevermore by the distwbing sight of four planes that were
purposely crashed as an attack on America. Flight 77 flew directly into the Pentagon while United flight 93
crashed in rural Pennsylvania, and United Airlines flight 11 and United Airlines flight 175 hit the north and south
towers of the World Trade Center. Students and teachers rushed into classrooms to watch in grief as the American icons fell to the ground Trapped inside were many office workers as well as the many rescuers who 1.vere
courageous in rushing into the flaming twin towers.
We immediately went to the church to pray for the many lost lives of our nation's unexpected and shocking
tragedy. These attacks on America brought forth heroism, patriotism, and America's new war on terror. The war
was fought on the tom land of Afghanistan where the Northern Alliance and the Taliban clashed. The Taliban was
directly responsible for the terrorist attacks and the many lost lives of innocent civilians. Subiaco Academy pays
tribute to the many people who loo their lives in these sense.less attacks. September 11 will be a day in history that
the students of Subiaco Academy and all Americans will never forget.

Smoke filled the air moments be·
fore the Sou th Tower fell down. It
caused a wave of dust and debris
that covered Manhattan Island.
Workers at the Pentagon place a
nag at the site where Flight 77
flew into its walls on September

11, 2001.

People in Times Square in New
York City wa tched the horror
from the screen as the World
Trad e Center burned only a few
miles away. People rushed to
hear of news from their loved
ones or friends who worked there.

The second plane explodes after
crashing in to the World Trade
Center. America ns lhen co uld
not only assume but also s tate
that this was ,m act o f War and
no accident.

Photo by CNN
Vinnie lbew uike (10) lights a
cand le at the mass that Subiaco
held in memory o f all of the people
and family members of those who
lost th eir lives. Father Hu gh
Assenmacher asked students and
fac ulty not to hate, but to forgive.
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Three FDNY fLrefighters take lime
to ~how their patriotism, by placing
the nag on one of the fire trucks at
the site of the disaster, which would
l,1ter be named Ground Zero.

shock aI a television in Mrs. Joann
Lynch'sdassroom. Lmmediately
following first period students and
faculty piled into chu rch to pray
Little did Subiaco know that this
day would change lives forever.
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Hard at work

Mary Brooks always has service with a
smile. Students knew that if they wanted
something. they could just ask Mary.

Ramona Whitman and Carol
Whitman take time out from their
busy job in the cafeteria to smile
for the camera.
Fr. Brendan Miller doesn't
appear to be working very hard
but have you ever tried catching
Rodrigo Vega (11)?

Subiaco Academy is kept operating by the
combined efforts of many people. Many of
these people stay behind the scene . Just as
the human body cannot survive without all
of its organs doing their part, Subiaco
cannot stand without these people doing
their part. These people do everything from
cooking the meals to keeping the grounds
looking beautiful. They cure ailments, they
keep computers up and running smoothly
and they make out the busy schedule of
everyone ' s lives. They do all of the little
things that it takes to make Subiaco great.
Whatever needs to be done, there is surely
someone here that can do it. Every second
of leisure time is owed to the people that
work so hard to keep Subiaco standing.

Doing Their Parts
Mrs. Chandra Rush
student was missing out on
any thing that could benefit
him, whether it be a scholarship for coUege or a practice
ACT test. Br. Louis
Fuhrmann ('48) worked
from sun up to sun down
on the farm and on the
campus. Br. Louis also
worked the gate at games.
He usuaUy had some
roasted peanuts for anybody that wanted some.

Fr. Aaron Pirrera works hard at
showing the ladies around.
Many area ladies volunteered
their time to the Abbey and
Academy.
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Ms. Evelyn Bauer helps

Denver Amerine (1 1)
schedu le some important
plans. Ms. Bauer often
answered the questions of
needy students.

Br. Eric Loran makes sure that the vans are ready
!o go when they are needed. This was very
t?'portant because rarely did the teachers have
time to service the vans before they took a trip.
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Where to go? What to do?
To eat at the Stube or not to eat at the Stube? That was the question students often asked
themselves throughout the year. The choices were quite limited. On one hand, there was
the dining room, and the chance of a "thousand heartaches" or stomach aches. One never
knew what to expect with anything from mystery meat to nauseating leftovers from the
past three weeks. In which case eating at the Bunkerstube was not a bad idea. Where else
on campus was one able to enjoy a DVD while eating on some unparalleled cheesesticks?
My point exactly.
Subiaco had an array of places to just hang out by yourself or with many a people. If
one wanted to be alone and contemplate exactly why he came to Subiaco, South Park was
no better place. If you wanted some excitement, the Student Union was usually a hot spot.
TI1ere was everything from pool to ping-pong. Ladies were also welcome to this part of
the campus. Life was what you made of it on this castle upon a hill.

Kevin Herr (12), Harry Bryant
(JO). and Zach Stewart(lO) relax
during lunch. Kevin lost all his
senior privileges and was

deemed a sophomore for a
period of four weeks.

Rodrigo Vega (11) tells a story of
his glory days back at home while
enjoying a picnic in South Park.
Students were occasionally
treated to a lunch provided by
the cafeteria in South Park.

The front of the main build ing

was often ii popular hang out
spo t for much o f the studen t
body. He re students wa tched
exciti ng ga mes of wall ball, a
game original to Subiaco.

Cody Cox (11) and Anthony
Gomez (11) chill in the "pit"
before class. Class battles
sometimes began here.

Darrick Archangel (12)

prepares some succulent cheese

sticks in the Bunkerstube.
Al though ea ting at the
Bunkerstube could knock off

about three years of your life
span, the food still tasted
excellen t.
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Tommy Schad (11), Vinny
Shurellon Hanley (12) and
LaMarcus Irvin (11) explain to lbewuikie (10), and E.J . Taylor·
Harris {10) relax outside on a
Craig Schluterman (12) that
basketball is the greatest sport. Saturday morning, while Tommy
prepares to do what he does best With time Craig agreed and
no, not studying- fishing.
realized the mediocrity of

football players.
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I AM

an office worker writing yet another unexcused absence. I am a
librarian bugging kids to bring back books that may not be found
until the end of the year. ram a student lounging around the
campus on a Saturday morning. 1 am Mr. McLaren throwing a wobbly and
confiscating a student's wardrobe. I am Mary dealing with the impatient
lunch line. I am the fear of Latin that every freshman has to endure. I am a
monk always sprinting to get to class on time. I am a student yearning to
wearajackettoclass. I ama team running sprints. lam "Tuck in your shirt."
I am a lucky guy getting to ride the gator around for an activivty. I am the
many different personalities at a Subi dance. I am a freshman going back to
afternoon classes after his activity period . I am the confidence to stand in
front of an audience and joke. I am a "thug·• according to administrators at
away games. I am the Secretary of State taking time to visit. I am an underappreciated artist visiting from Germany or England to perforn1 an organ
concert. I am a drama club going to compete at a forensics competition
where many females are present. I am Mrs. Spillers at 3 : 15 making sure all
students are at an activity period, and not where they are not supposed to
be. I am a Math class reciting elementary rhymes with formulas in them. I
am a mild headache trudging back to class after a failed attempt at the
infirmary . I am a Blue Arrow member visiting my newly-adopted grandparent. lam a headmaster known as Uncle Chuck. lam an empty stomach heading
back to the lunchline hoping for seconds . I am a solitary female living in an allmaledonnitory. IamthechoirsingingtheAlmaMateron the Paris square steps.
lam Sr. Azna.r taking his students to visit his home country in Spain. I am a
Christian Doctrine class learning the disabilities and discomforts a wheel chair
can bring. I am a fan's dedication to drive two hours fora basketball game. T
am a teacher pushing for deadlines to be met. Tan1 an excursion to the mountains
with Father Hugh. I am classes lighting up the hill. I am a lunch line waiting
impatiently. Jan1astudentgladlyattendingarenai sancedayfi1Jedwithactivities,
instead of classes. I am a cultural studenttaking a summer visit to Germany. f
am an assemblycheeringforaquizbowl victory. Jani a TrojanandonlyaTrojan.
lam an institute of excellence called Subiaco.

PEOPLE

KevinBedi

the iclass of '02 •••

After four crazy years here at Subiaco 1 the time has come to go back to Htown . I hate to
say it but 1 have actua.lly had some fun over these years learning new things. 1 am going to
mi ss the football and basketball games. Thanks lo the good Lord above for making all this
happen. Thanks lo my parents for sending me here instead of military school. To all the
people that helped me grow up, thanks. That includes faculty members from all four years.
I would also like to thank Tim Josef for just understanding me. ·03, your time to shi ne will
keep it real.
come. Jason, represent , as you might be the only Indian here. '04 and
' 02, I really don ' t know where we will end up. but I wi ll always remember the times we
have had , especially the twel ve four-yearmen. We have bad it tough but it's over now. It ' s

·os,

been real so I got to bounce.
Tru lo '02,
KGB (Kevin George Bedi)

Patrick Brousseau

Chase Allison
My life at Subi started three years ago against my will. But now I'm glad that my parents
made me come here. If they never would have made me come here, then I'm sure I would
have gotten kicked out of high school and be living on the streets now. Not really, but I
would still be messing around like I did in ninth grade. Before I went here, I was very

l want to sta1t this thing off by thanking my parents for sending me to Subi and God for
helping me make good deci sions. r also want to thank Coach Berry, Coach Pugh, Mr.
Pickartz. all my teachers, and Fr. Aaron for giving me another chance. Much lo ve to my
Subi brothers in "the famil y"' for making Subi tight and for always being there for me.
Sullivan, Norm, Kechejian. Miller, Holland (Chris Farley), Craig, Jeremy ... we had some good

uncertain about my future. Now 1 don't have any fears about overcoming anything.

times that I' U never forget. 1 also want to send a shout out to Hickman, Jace, and Devin too.

My parents were a big part of my success at Subi. They were behind me the whole time
and never stopped believing in me. I would also like lo thank the faculty who helped me
with my studies and gave me good lessons to live by.
P.S. And 1 would thank anyone who will get my roommate some beano.

l didn ' t forget ya'II cause ya' II gone! I also want 10 thank my girlfriend Kati e for putting up
with me for so long, especially while l was away so much. Sullivan, Sweet-N-Low is definitely better! And Norman, stay away from vi deo cameras! As fortheresLofus, we
definitely don'l need to pursue a movie career.
PS. '•from Baton Rouge to New Orleans ... "
I' m out,
Da Last P

Jason Butler

Darrick Archangel
__,.
First of all, I would like to thank my parents for giving me thi s wonderful opportunity

in life. I would aJso like to thank my sister for the support she gave me during these hard
years. I have had wonderful experiences at Subiaco Academy and would like to thank all
the friends that l have made for that. For all the friends that I left behind, keep your heads
up and good luck.
They say there is a time to come and a time to go and my time to go has arrived. And I
am leaving.
Darrick Archangel

:,'~
Subiaco has been a great thing for me. I have learned and grown a lot in my time here.
.;; ·, First, I would like to thank my family for their continued support of me. Many fac ulty
members have been very helpful to me, including Mrs. Rush, Fr. Aaron. Mrs. Lynch, Fr.
Brendon, and Dr. Walter. To all of '02, you guys mean a lot to me. Stay true.
Jason Butler

JI

Johnny Cheruvelil

Marco Corral
I would like to thank God, my parents and my grandparents for giving me the opportunity
to be a part of Subiaco these last three years. Thanks to my sister Martha for being the best
sister. My experience at Subiaco has been a journey full of surprises and happy and sad
moments. But at all times my friends and teachers were there for me. Subiaco was. is. and
always will be a part of me. It helped me to grow as an educated and responsible person.
Kechejian. Alito (01). Mora. you were cool to room with. Luis. Serch. and Kike, keep in
wuch. Kenney brothers, thank you for being there for me in education and in sports. Mrs.
Rush, thank you for all the help choosing a college. Fr. Aaron, Br. James, and Br. Joe.
thanks for everything. '02, thanks for those great moments. GO TROJANS!!!

I finally got out! J thought this would never come. There are many people who have
helped me get through this. Both my parents, who had to work doub le to do this for me
and allow me to be here, and my girlfriend who helped me get through one day at a time by
spending all of her money on phone and cell phone bills. They have helped me the most,
and I am very grateful. I would also like to think Mrs. Lynch, Mr. Spillers, Fr. Aaron, Br.
Joe, and everyone else that I forget for caring.
Johnny Cheruvelil

Peace out,
Marco Antonio Corral Almada

·'Tukan" 02

Justin Costello

Eric Chiu
First, like most seniors, I want to thank my parents for giving me a great opportunity to
be in Subiaco and for supporting me when I needed help. I thank the faculty who taught
me the priceless knowledge inside and outside the classrooms.
I have some words to say to my friends: James Connally and Richard Jones, be nice to
Asians in the future. Robert fbeh, keep running. Sushi Lee, stop stuttering. Jerry Chen,
keep flying but try not to crash into the White House again, "Downloading cartoons!"
Casey Hyke, please stop making the nuclear bomb. Tommy Schad, stop studying; "Turn
off the lights and lock the door." Matt Nelson, stop upgrading your computer and don·, be
so Japanese. Mora, do nm forget the Mexican flag is made in Taiwan. David Ahn, stop
borrowing action movies from someone else. Kevin Bedi ... just shut up NOW! "Hu-Pi-PiPi-Pi." And for myself, stop missing this place ...
I am out, have fun here! (At least try.)
Eric Chiu . Class of '02

James Connally
Well, l would just like 10 start out by saying r am really glad I was able to come to this
school. I think it has been one of the best experience of my life. So r would like to thank
my new deans for their help with my classes, and I would like to thank Ms. Thomas and
Br. James Lindsey for taking me on all the runs to Sam's and their help with the
Bunkerstube. I am really going to miss this place after r am gone, especially the friends
that I have made here. Not to leave Mr. Cormier out: I especially enjoyed watchi ng him
help Dana look for his dog in the midd le of the night. We never found poor, unmentionable Beaver. l wish you all well.
James Connally ·02

First, r would like to thank God for all my prayers that he has answered. Second. my
parents for putting me through school and all they did for me in life. Thank . Mom and Dad.
Pika, Ben, and Chris, you have been great. To the people l have left out. thank you for
being my friends. Naef, you were lhe best roommate. Mr. Aznar, thanks for being a great

dean. You made my years on the Spanish Dorm memorable. To the Class of ' 03. good luck
to all of you next year. I wish you well. My three years at Subi have been the best years of
•ny life. I' d like to thank all my teachers for everything they have done for me. My gratitude
cannot fit on this page. I wish the school many years of success and prosperity.
Peace Out.
Justin Costello

Jacob D' Angelo
r wou ld like to start off by saying, "Mom ... ! love you." You have been there for me in
times of happiness and in times of sadness. A day doe not go by that I do not feel lucky
for having you there for me. You're the best. To all the deans and faculty that have put
up with me when J have strayed from the right path and helped me get back on it , I thank
you. Seniors and the class of '02, my brothers, we have had the challenge of living together,
feeling sad together, and rejoicing together. . .'02!!!!! To all my four-year brethren, together
we have put up with four long years of change and managed to pull together. I consider all
of you my family and friends. God, I could not have done any of this without you. Thank
you ... Peace ... J'm out.
D'Angelo
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Jacob Endres

Gilmar Gustina

For me, coming to Subiaco was at first an experiment, but I quickly found my place

Hi, everyone. lf you are reading thi s, it is because I made it. or worse. First of all 1
would like to thank God for the opportunity to come Lo Subiaco and for helping me
through Lhe rough times. Secondly, I would like to thank my moLher and father for
sacrificing for me to come here. Also, I want to say thanks IQ all Lhe Leachers who made it
possible for me Lo be a Subiaco Alumnist. To all my homies
leaving behind. keep up
the good work and never give up. It was nice meeting new people from different places.

here. J can recaU my freshman year all of Lhe great Limes I had wiLh the friends I made
here. 1'11 always remember the times we beat Pari s my junior and senior years. Though
the past four years have been anything but smooth sailing, I am a better person for being

rm

here. Thanks Mom, Dad, and everyone who has helped me to make Lhese years worLhwhile.

Laterzzz

Jacob Endres

Gilmar '02

Shurelton Hanley

Dana Garcia
First, I ' d like to thank my parents for giving me thj s opportunity to auend Subiaco

Academy. I am a four-year senior and I have enjoyed every year because my friends and
fellow classmaLes have been great. l would also like to thank my teachers and the deans of
Subiaco. Even though at times Mr. Cormier could be impossible to deal with, I still
enjoyed living in the main building. As an R.A. in Heard Hall, my experience with the

freshmen, Ms. Thomas, and Mr. Saboe has been the most enjoyable of my years here in
Subiaco. I would like to say good-bye to all my ·02 class members, especially the R.A.'s
of Heard Hall. Last but not least, l would Like to wish good luck to the freshman class and
I hope Lhat they can keep Lhe tradiLion of Subiaco.
I'm out, '02
Dana Garcia

i

Shout out goes to my Mom. Dad, cousins and families.
because without H.im this wouJd not have been possible. Thanks to my teachers who

helped me, loved me, and believed in me in Lhese four years of struggle. To Ergell, Naef.
Marcus, E.J., Eliou, Vinnie. and Lhe rest. keep your head up. his almosL over for you
guys. To Shannon, Leslie, Amanda, Andrea, and the whole ScranLon and Paris crew of
girls, thanks for being my friends. Julie Kremers, thanks for being my best friend. You
are like a sister to me. To everyone I haven ' t mentioned, I hope you don'L get offended.
Thank you, Subiaco.
Peace out

End of m~ chapLer.
Shurehon Hanley

Enrique Gonzalez
I would like to thank God for giving me the strength tl1rough all these years. I would
also like to give thanks to my parents for supporting me and pu shing me beyond the line.
Fr. Aaron, thank you for aJways being there when I needed you. M.r. McLaren, your
advice was of great help. Thank you for everything you did for me. Although these years

have been tough, I know that everything that I have done will open many doors of
opportunities in my life. To my Mexican friends , and especially Jose Aznar, every
minu te I spent at Subiaco with you all will be remembered forever. My best wishes Lo all
of my friends and keep in Louch.
Enrique Gonzalez, Jr.
Class of 2002

Kevin Herr
I would like Lo thank my parenLs for giving me the opponunity of a lifetime by
sending me to Subiaco. Mr. Pickartz, thank s for helping me these last two years l was

in his dorm. I would especially like IQ thank Coach Wright for his excellent an instruction. Last, I would like to Lhank all of my Leachers for helping me with my work when I
needed it. Mr. Pickanz, remember how peaceful study hall was my junior year. Father
Mark, get those detentions in on tjme. Father Hugh. are we going to get those women

folk? Connally, cuL your hair! Flynn, quiL throwing tl1ings during sLUdy hall. Bedi, you
sti ll owe me a gig for clownfog around. Matthias, it IS pronounced pizza not pitza. It's
been good ... but it is time to go!!!

Auf Wiedersehn!
Goodbye!
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Luis Jimenez

Andrew Holland
Thanks to my parents, grandparents, teachers, family , and friends for helping and
believing in me. I Jove you. Mom and Dad, thanks for all the love and support you
showed. To my brother, thanks for all the encouragement and advice. Endres, Tl, Enrique.
AJ, and Herr. remember that time in Germany ... YEA. Andrew, Joe, and Alex. keep up the
seniority and have fun. Sullivan, you taught me "to bring it don't sing it" Brousseau, you
taught me about Cash Money and '·Da Cajan world." Jace, you taught me to run when I
saw that look in your eye. Norman and Craig, you tau ght me to keep up school spirit and
never give up. And last, Jeremy, you tau ght me that pickin g on me .. .l mean someone,
means they' re your friend . Thanks, I love you guys. And I'm still looki ng for "MONK X".
Chri s Farley, thanks. I know now that it's not John Hancock. it's Herbie Hancock. R.1.P.

l want to thank my parents and my grandparents for making it possible for me to be here
at Subiaco. I also want to thank all of my friends for being there for me and for making
my life at Subiaco more enj oyable.
l am very pleased with all tl1e academy staff. Thank you for all of your help and teachings. which have been very beneficial fo r me. Subiaco has been defini tely a good part and
great experi ence of my li fe . l.t has really made me a better person and has taught me 101s
of val ues that wilJ help me throughout my life.
Luis

1964-1997.

Andrew N. Holland
'02 4 life

Richard Jones

Robertlbeh
I've changed a lot over the last two years that I've been here. I'd like

to

thank every-

one for thi s. Because of all of you, I' ve become more mature, responsible, and prepared

for whatever the future may ho ld. Enjoy your li ves.
Robert O. lbeh TI

Darvey Isidora
First of all, I wou ld like to thank God, my parents, and my brother for giving me this
wonderful opportunity to attend Subiaco and for supporting me all these years that I have
been here. r wo uld like to thank the deans, especially the _Dean of Men Mr. McLaren and f
the counselor Mrs. McLaren for having confidence and faith m Lhe Curacao students. Nae
and Ergell , keep it real just one more year. Keep your heads up no matter what happens.
Well, there is a time to come and a time to go.
One love,
Darvey Isidora

I want to thank my parents for sending me here. I've had the best time of my life at this
place. I'd like to thank anybody that's ever had anything to do with me. I wou ld also like to
thank some other people in particular. Dana, for being Californian. you taught me to relax
and take it easy; James, for hav ing Dr. Pepper all the time (and for golf scrambles, th at was
pretty cool too); Kyle, for bringing me here; Nelson, for his attempts to become the next
Johnny Knoxville; Chiu, for being Asian and teaching me his culture and language; and the
Post family for making kill er grape juice. Class of ' 05, it's up to you guys. You must keep
the tradition alive and make this place great.
I'm Out,
Richard S. Jones IV
Class of 2002

Chris Kechejian
First of all, I would like to thank my dad. Through all our times of happiness and sadness,
I love you, always and forever! Thanks for pushing me to do my best. Farewell to all of
my friends at Subi. To all of th e members of the •·Players Symposium." stay up. Chops
McNeely, Yohan Sebastian. Dank o·connor, Playboy, and Stonald Gullivan. Hi tman.
Richard Shnech and Gism, Greddy, Donovan Faulkner, and Blundell and ·'Doigy", "We got
the whole town on lockdown." To all of my fa llen brothers at Subiaco, wherever you may
be, hope all is we ll. To the Curacaons and Mexicans fo r teaching me diversity. To
Sullivan, Norman , and Gerson, my bestest friends at Subiaco, thanks for always being there
fo r me no matter what. And last but not least, GOD BLESS TEXAS!!!
Chris Kechejian a.k.a. Jonathan Tetzel
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Kyle Kordsmeier

Brad Schluterman

I wou ld first like to thank God for allowing me 10 attend the best school in the world .

First, I would like to thank Mom and Dad fo r trying 10 keep me out of trouble and
Jeff and Jessica for being the best brother and sister a guy could have. I would like to
thank aJI the teachers who have guided me through my four years. To the senior
footbal.l players. we've fought many tough battJes together and now we no longer have
to dread heari ng •·get your feet moving."
I've met man y people here at Subiaco and as I look back many did not make it. It
takes a real man to graduate from Subiaco Academy. To Lhe underclassmen, hang in
there. It'll be wonh it in the end. To the class of '02, it has been fun. Keep in touch ,

l would also like to thank my parents for always sacrificing themselves for my wellbeing. I lo ve yo u very much.

My last few years at Subi have been the best years of my life because of all the people
who have he lped me along my journey; therefore, I want to thank the faculty who stayed
on top of me. I didn't appreciate it then, but I know I do now. Marco, thanks for
helping me to learn Spanish. Coach Berry, thanks for being there to help me out. M s.

Thomas, thank you for teaching me good vaJues. To my fellow classmates, I love you
all and thank you for being a part of my li fe. To all who attend Subi in years to come,

James Bradley Schlut erman
Kyle Kordsmeier '02

Craig Schluterman

Blerim Kuqi
Everyone has his dreams. With these dreams ex ists always a hope. One of my dreams

since T was a litLle boy was that one day I could study in the United States, in an environmen t where the language and culture of another society and another future dominate.
Praying witb full confidence, with open hands, with tears in my eyes, 1 accomplished my
desire. l don't know how grateful to be lo God. l would li ke to thank my parents and Fr.
Aaron for giving me thi s opportunity to attend thi s great Catholic school, Subiaco Academy. My life at Subi , I mu st adm it, has had diffi culties over the language, includin g
writing and speaking but l believed that in due course. I would improve rapidly because of

the community where I lived. I want to thank all my teachers fo r their patience. for
focusing my st udying, and for the extra help. To these teachers (Mr. Kenny , Mr. Kinney,
Ms. Juilian, Br. Joseph, Mr. Cormier, Mrs. Lynch , Mr. Spillers, and Mr. Pickartz), I will
keep you in my heart , in my mind. and in my prayers forever.

Subiaco has been a dream of mine since I was four. Going to the games. I idolized the
guys in the cheering section . Now, 14 years later, the dream is co mpleted. Mom, thanks
for pray ing for me. J guess so mebody was listeni ng. Dad, th anks for givi ng me th e dream
and pu shing me Lo achieve it. To Lhe greatest sisters a liltle brolher could ask for, words
cannot say the impact you have had on my life. Adam and Chad, thanks for showing me
the ropes. Stevo, thanks for aJways trying to corrupt me. Elizabeth. th anks for giving me
a place to go, free of worries and full of laughs and smiles. To my future sons, I have a lot
of stories ready for you. To the teachers. none of your sacrifices wen t without notice.
Coach Berry. make sure that next year's team reaLizes the opponunit y that they have. '02 .
1 wi sh 1 could name names but you know I love you.

Craig Schluterman 02

Sincerely,
Blerim

Gerson Penza
Thanks, Mom and Dad, for the opportunity to go to Subiaco. Thanks for he lping me
through the school years. I love you.
Thanks to all my friends from Big C. Thanks for all the good memories and times
we spent together. To Ergell, Alex, Marcus, A.J., Eliott. and And rew, y°all keep it real
next year.
Peace out, Subi!
G.P.
#14 for life!!!!

T.J. Schluterman
First, I wo uld like to thank God for getting me through these past four years. I would
also like to th ank my parents for se ndin g me here to carry on the tradition. I would like
to thank the teachers here at Subi fo r being tough and not giving an inch. And last but
not least, I would like 10 say goodbye to all of my fe llow classmates (especiall y the fouryea r men.)
T.J. Schluterman #32
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Jeremy Seifert

Norman Taliaferro
I would lirst like to thank God. Mom and Dad, thanks for sending me away at the age
or 13. Seriously, thank you for everything you have done for me. Corrine. Caitlyn,
Shannon. and Allison, thank you for being there for me. Elliot. step up , buddy. cause you
the only one Taliaferro left. Coach Tencleve, I appreciate everything you have done for
me. You have been like a father to me. Elliott, Jason. Ralph. and Marcus. there are no
limits to what ya'll can accomplish. To the "fami ly" Broussea u, Jace, Miller. P Sulli.
Jeremy. Craig, Alex, Kechejian: I could not have made it here without ya'll. P Sulli. you
owe me 30 bleacher laps. Jace. D.A.R.E to be different. Miller, now go do what
Brousseau says ... and stay out of Wal-Mart. Jeremy. try your best to fill our shoes when
we leave. Craig, "don't worry.'' Alex, play on playa. Kechejian. "what 's up Dallas."
How many days until you go home?

First or all, I have to thank God. To my parents, I love you. Ir not for you, I would not
have experienced Subiaco. Coach Berry, playing for you has been a great privilege. I
have learned many ideals that I will never forget. To my homeboys-Craig, Norman,
Sullivan - we had some run times. lace and Holland, ya'll added some life to the class
of '02. Brousseau, you taught me how to kick it in "Da Dirty Souf." It was fun brah'
Alex, keep it real. Joe and Miller, hold down the baseball team. I also want to send my
love out to my two brothers who are no longer at Subiaco: Hickman and Devin. We love
you and we miss you. Anyone that I forgot, '·Jain 't got nothing but love!"
Peace Out,
Jeremy

I ' m out one luv,

Norman

Alex Thias

Patrick Sullivan
First of all, I'd like to thank God for everything. Mom and Dad. thanks for sending me
to Subiaco. You guys never stopped believing in me and pushing me to do my best. You
have done everything and then more for me and 1 truly appreciate it. Erin and Jessica, I
love ya' II. Coach Tencleve, there is not enough room on this page to express my gratitude
and thanks. 1 know I have messed up a "few" times in my days here at Subiaco, but you
were always there for me. I'll never forget that. Mr. Spillers. I know who you love. But
seriously. thanks for clearing my head every time I got frustrated. Norman. we sure
worked hard every morning at 6 a.m., "stay up playa." Chase, Holland, Kechejian.
Jeremy, D'Angelo, Craig, Alex, Miller, Cody, you guys made Subia run place to be. Ya'l1
were the croissants in the salad bowl or my lifo. For those that aren't here ( Sontag, Jace,
Marc, Hickman, Tim, Maxon, and Possum), ! wish ya'll the best. For the rest of the class
or '02, good luck up in college.
I luv.

p

Sergio Suarez
First or all. I would like to thank my Mom and Grandfather for helping me out.
Mom, I want to thank you for always being there for me and for giving me this opportunity to come to Subiaco. My sister Roxy for helping and taking care or me. I also want
to thank my fami ly for supporting me all these years; I love you all. Fr. Aaron, thank
you for helping me improve my English. Mr. McLaren, thank yo u for all the advice you
gave me and for teaching me how to play two touches and to think smart when I'm
playing. To my Mexican friends for keeping me smiling. I wi ll never forget you. I want
to thank all my deans for giving me good advice. All these memories, all these moments
I have had at Subiaco will last a lifetime. Thank you for everyth ing!
I love you, Mom!! !Sergio A. Suarez

Seniors. Three years down, one to go. Lots to be thankful for so here I go. or all who
gave of what they had. most thanks are due to Mom and Dad. Back and forth both day
and night, they made sure I had it all right. Now for the teachers, and I've had many.
fro_m Mrs. Lynch to Mr. Kinney , Mrs. Spillers and Father Hugh. many thanks to you.
Aside from cheesy poems .
Jeremy, Brad, Craig, and TJ, we are the tried and true core or Subi's Day Dog class of
02. To Eric, Jace, rbeh, Marco and all the rest or the boarders. I'm sure we'll all meet
again somewhere. Patrick. b'ball players may start out strong, but runner . especially
cross-country runners. often make comebacks like you·ve never seen ... Mr. Kenny, once a
runner always a runner. I will start running again one day. To all who helped me
through Subiaco. I have two words: Thank You.
Always faithful, always true.
Forever more.
A lex Thias 02

Jibin Thankachen
At first I disliked this institution. I disliked it because it was far away from home.
But after making a lot or rriends, I did not feel the same way. Subiaco has done something that no other school could have done: it prepared me for college. I want to thank
all my teachers for helping me out. Al o. I want to thank Mrs. Rush for helping me out
with all that college stuff. And for you underclassmen, hang in there, guys. It will be
over before you know it.
Peace.
Jibin
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Most likely
to live in
Arkansas

Most likely
to be a
monk

Patrick Brousseau

Chris Kechejian

Who's Who
10£20021
Most likely
to become a
sanitation
engineer

Most likely
to be a dean

Gilrnar Gustina

Jacob Endres
Norman
Taliaferro

I

Most
studious
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Kevin Herr

7

Most athletic

Junior Survey
If I could only use one word to describe Subiaco, it would be the word ...

The Class of 2003

success - Mauricio Mora

tradHion -Denver Amerine

In order to avoid work I...
faked sick - Matt Noble

used my charm-A.). Jeu

If I could take one tangible thing from Subiaco,
it would be ...

Eckart, icholas
Flynn, Matt
George, Eric
George, Jason
Gomez, Anthony

the big Zippo in the monk's museum-Andrew Arbogast
my football jersey-Rodrigo Vega

I wish I had ....
a dollar for every time I thought of leaving- Joe Wilson
made chloroform with Mr. Spillers-Casey Hyke

Ahn, Chanook
Amerine, Denver
Arbogast, Andrew
Barham, Tyler
Bang, Yong Ho

Brandt, Peter
Bullock, Hayden
Carroll, Brendan
Chen, Yen
Choeffel, ick

Coffey, Chris
Cox, Cody
De la Garza, Diego

Doppia, Ergell
Duda, Ralph
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Hagan, Alejandro
Harmon, Keith
Huber, Aaron
Hyke, Casey
Irvin, LaMarcus

Jenkins, Cody

Jeu, A.J.
Jimenez, Carlos
Khan, Rehan
Knight, Logan

Koch, Carl
Koenigseder, Jeff
Lee Jeong, Min
Manjarrez, Juan
Matthews, John

Miller, Matthew
Mora, Mauricio
Mulinzi, Benjamin
Murphy, Jacob
elson, Matthew
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Taliaferro, Eliott
Vega, Rodrigo
Walthall, Sammy
Ward, Jacob

Wewer, Mitch
Wilson, Joe
Zimmermann, Matthias

SOPHOMORE SURVEY
I wish I had not.••

The Class of 2004

forootten to make my bed this morning because l know
dean is goi ng to give me a gig. -D.J. Larson

;y

had to go to school with seniors. -Eduardo Valdez G.

In order to avoid work, I..·
go to the computer lab, especiall y duri_ng study hall.
-E.J. Taylor-Harns

Hooks,Ben
Hubl, Anthony
Hunter, Brian
Ibewuike, Vinnie
Johnson, Taz

I wish I had ...
more free time! -Willie Cueva

When I leave Subiaco, I will miss most ...
the dances. -Josh Sardinha

Kang. In-Seung
Larson.D.J.
Lee, Shou Chieh
Manjarrez, Luis

Post. David

Bae, Hong Chu1
Bang,Bum Ho
Belton, Tari
Bryant, Harry
Cauldwell, Jack

Sardinha.Josh
Schlutennan. Bree
Schlulennan.Jacob
Schlutennan,Jeff
S1ewart. Zachary

Choi, Jae Hong
Cueva, Willie
Eckart, Justin
Flores, Pablo
Greggs, William

Hagan, Andrew
Henkel, Andrew
Herrick, Andrew
Hickey, Patrick
Hill,Chris
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Taylor-Harris. E.J.
Thornton. Nicholas
Valdez. Eduardo

The Class of 2005

Wcigant. Stephen

Blackstock, Ryan

Bradley. Ryan
Butler. John
Cauld\\CILJohn
Cosner.Will

Cnu.. Mauricio
Delgado. Jaun Pablo
Fernandez. Gabriel
Flores. Gusm, o
Ford. Charlie

FRESHMAN SURVEY
I wish I had not ...
chosen so many honors classes. -Paul Marsden
Miller.Daniel

eaten so much lasagna before footba ll practice. - Stephen
Short

Moorehead. Anthony

Myers.Ian
QJi,.·cr. Browning

In order to avoid work, I...
tell the teacher we have a ga me tonight. -Ryan Bradley
ask long, specific questions. -M ichael Strobel

I wish I had .. .
On.iz. Jesus
Oslica. Ren

more boxers-I only have one pair! - John Gourlay

Post. Jacob

My favorite tradition is ...
skits on Friday. - Stuart Westo n
Putz. Guillermo
Rehm. Jeffery
Salb. Ale);

Scott. Sebastion
Short. S1ephen

Fonune. Eric

Foster, Newton
Freerksen. Michael
Gourlay. John
Hughes, Nick

Jakobs. Erik
Koch. A ndy
Komp.Chad
Leal.Adrian
Lockwood, Michael

Sontag. John

Strobel. Michael
Vitro. Scan
Wea\'er. Jonathan

Marsde n. Paul
McDonald. Hayden
M ellado. Eduardo

Mier. Hugo
Miller.Tony
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West.Chris
Weston,Sruan
Willems. Jack
Wright. Cody
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Faculty

Lindsey, Br. James

Lynch, Joann
McLaren, Jody
McLaren, Michael

Kod ell, Abbot Jerome

Miller, Fr. Brendan
Neumeier, Dottie
O'Bryan, Br. Ephrem
Pickartz, Chris

Pirrera, Fr. Aaron

Assenmacher, Fr. Hugh
Aznar, Jose
Bauer, Evelyn
Berry, Michael

Pugh, Robert
Rush, Chandra
Saboe, Paul
Schmitt, Br. Jude

Cormier, David
Dersch, Bruce
Dersch, Claudia
Edmonston, Br. Paul

Spillers, Heat~
Spi llers, Margie
Stengel, Fr. Mark
Tencleve, Tim

Fox, Hermina
Heath, Br. Joseph
Hoen, Lawrence
Julian, Kathleen

Thomas, Karen
Timmerman, Greg
Walter, John
Wangler, Fr. Leonard

Kenny. Jason
Kenny, Matthew
Kinney, Gary
Klein, Br. Vincent

I AM

a Saturday filled with semester exams. I am an entrepreneur
returning to teach at his old high school. I am a mandatory day
of reflection on one of the few open Saturday's. l am a senior
awaiting an acceptance or rejection from his first choice school. I
am a shorthanded Journalism class of only five students attempting
to create a yearbook. I am a day dog that lives close enough to walk
home. I am a school tie being straightened before assembly. l am
a computer lab filled with students printing off papers during lunch.
l am a long line waiting to see Mrs. Rush. I am a teacher taking
pictures all the time.I am a student worrying about an AP test. I am
a busy Wednesday night filled with meetings. I am a student trying
to fight the temptation of sleep. I am a football or baseball player
sprinting to practice after an unfair detention. I am feeding Mr.
Kenny's snakes the innocent mice. I am a first period visit by Br.
James who knows the students are all here because they are not all
there. I am a student having to pay five dollars for yet another
planner. I am a stressed RA watching another study hall. I am a
sneak a peak on an impossible exam. I am two bus loads of students
attending an important college fair. [ am that one day a week that
sta11s thi11y minutes too early. I am an aspiringartistcreatinga senior
project. 1 am a teacher yelling to control the students volume of the
classroom. I am an excursion with Mr. Ke1my to the ridges to catch
lizards, centipedes, snakes, tu11les, and other wildlife. 1 am a
backpack weighted down with all my books for my morning classes.
I am the other languages heard in class every day. I am the broken
nametagthatstudents got in trouble for. I am that book that gets read
the night before the final test. I am surviving with a 70 average. I
am a senior receiving a cap and gown to match the ring. I am a
member of the best academic high school in Arkansas.

Academics

Joe Wilson (11) takes time out of his busy schedule to
help Benjamin Mulinzi (11) with some physics.
Study hall was usually the best time to ask a person
for help.

Patrick Sullivan (12) looks over Andrew
Henkel's (10) essay for his Western Civilization class. It never hurt to let someone else
Pr0ofread papers.

Lending a Helping Hand
A wise man once said, "Tis better to give than to receive."
At Subiaco, this saying holds true. People are always
lending a helping hand whether it be in the classroom or
in the dorms. This help goes far beyond helping someone carry an extra book or helping a friend clean up his
room; instead, this help goes so far as to help a friend in
need in the academic area.
Tutors play a huge role at Subiaco Academy. The academically troubled student has the satisfaction of knowing that there is someone to help in times of need. The
teachers are like Plato and the students like Aristotle. It
is both the teachers and willing students who offer a
helping hand and help us become great at whatever it is
we choose to do. Helping out a classmate is quite rewarding and it is usually so very painless. Remember,
"Tis better to give than to receive."

LaMarcus lrvin (11), Cody Cox (11), and
Anth ony Gomez (11) quiz each other for the
vocabulary tests given to them on a weekly
basis. Group study is a g reat way to get things
done... if it is taken seriously.

Mrs. Chandra Rush, the co11ege counselor,
helps Chris Kechejian (12) with a college
essay while Sergio Sua rez (12) waits his turn.
Mrs. Rush was quite remarkable in always
being there to help get college applica tions in
order.
Andrew Holland (12) and Eric Chiu (12) help
Jacob Endres (12) by giving him a few tips on
the new Tony Hawk Pro Skater 3. Help
around campus did not always have to come
through books.
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Jeremy Seifert (12) lectures Cody Cox (1 1) about
the Battle of Yorktown in Mr. Paul Saboe's
HJstory of the South course. Had it not been for
help Uke this,lots of students might have
Struggled.

Tommy Schad (11) helps Logan Knight (11) with
pre-calculus homework. If someone needed
tutoring, Tommy Sc.had was there to help, even
with the workload from his five AP courses.
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Who doesn't love stopping by Mr.
Kinney's room to check out all of his little
critters? It's always fun to take the snakes out
of their cages and let them crawl around on
you, or to feed a bottle to a baby possum.
We've all, many of us for the first time, witnessed a snake swallow a mouse whole. We
have seen turtles swim arow1d in the fish
tank, trying to catch a fish. The animals
ranged from tadpoles and tarantulas to iguanas and beavers. Mr. Kinney's Animal House
made students more aware of the world
around them. Students learned how to handle
and treat animals and tl1ey learned the truth
about many of them. Mr. Kinney stressed tl1at
animals do not attack for no reason, and tmless provoked, they are harmless. He sometimes taught class with a tarantula crawling
around on his back.

Anthony Gomez (11) removes the king
snake from its cage. Students often
helped clean the cages, but Pika was
probably just fooling around.
T.J. Schluterman (12) has found a new
friend in this baby possum. Can't you
see a resemblance?

Jason Butler (12) is a little cautious about handling this pet iguana. There was no limit to
what could be found in Mr. Kinney's room.
Tommy Schad (11) and Tyler Barham (11) feed
the baby possum a bottle. The possum was
raised till it was big enough to return to the wild.

Brad Schluterman (12) isn't too sure of
th.is python's intentions. Animal House
Was home to two pythons.

Mr. Gary Kurney, the ruler of Animal

House, show the class how to handle a
python. Mr. Gary Kinney knew no fear.

Just One of Those Things
Students at Subiaco are accustomed to abiding by the trictdress code requirement and the rules of the classroom .
butnomatterwhat. there will alwaysbesomedi tractions. It could bethesmallestinva ionofyourlearningright .
lfitisn ·ta teacher bursting in to see ifall the students are there, then it is thenoiseofa movieplayingnextdoor. It
could even be a dean or an RA pacing through the halls of your study hall. However, many tudents look for
distractions to escape the norms and pressure a a result of a Subiaco education. Headset. were taken up at the
beginning of the yearreluctantlytoberetumedonlyweeks later. It was only pos ibletoe cape this ruleduringstudy
hall orsemestertesttime. Teachers may consider bodily noisesortalkingadi traction. while students consider
redundant notes and three-hour finals a distraction. Teachers al oconsidered lunch duty or detention a distraction
from their free time. Students consider some extracurricular activitie a distraction or a disturbance from their free
time. ltisjustoneofthosesmallandalrnostunnotic ablething inlifethateitherdi tracts u ordi turbsus. Thetruth
is that we all di tract each other a little. but we all work for the common goal of succe s.

"David, how many times have I

told you to stop playing in the hallways?" Mr. David Cormier and
Ms. Kat Julian found a way to re-lievesomeof the tension and stress
from their morning classes.

Marco Corral (12) eats some of his
Mexican candy while Luis Jimenez
(12) ison the lookout. Even though
eating in class was not a11owed,
many students kept a bottle of
Lucas (Mexican candy) around.

Some might consider having the
teacher of the year a distraction.

However,eYen Mr.Jason Kinney's
Matisticscouldn't pick a World Se-

ries winner. Just ask Marco Corral[12).
Guillermo Put7 (9) roUs up a snm,
rock. Even God thought the studenb and teachers of Subiaco
needed a break. Though the snow and break from clas~ were short
li\'ed, the studl'nt~ still had a blast.
Chase Allison (12) breaks out his
magazine. Magazine favorites
such as Maxim were seen more
often than not in the dorms. This
form of distraction was used when
the studen ts needed a rest from
classroom literature.
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Maybe the school ties aren't that
bad, but John Sontag (9) and John
Gourlay (9) are way more enthusiastic when taking them oH. At
times, students complained that
the uniforms were a distraction.

Dress down days and spirit days
were not only for making money
for certain groups bul for breaking away from the norms and
stresses a uniform can bring.

b5

Leave Me Alone

P;:itrick Sulli\'an (12) and
Andrew Holland (12) work on a
project for their Hh,tory of the
South class. The library wa'> the
be.t place on campus to get rid
of all the distraction::, when
trying to find a proper place to
~tudy.

There is lots of drama in the
dorms. And !-Ometimt.>s it
continu~ right into study hall
time. Alex Roehl (11) and In•
Seung K.ing (10) clowned for the
camera to make a point of the
tensions '>Ometimes found in the
daily lives of students.

GET OUT OF MY ROOM!!! Getting homework finished can be the key to success at Subiaco.
However, a dorm room is not always the best place to get things done, whether it is the loud
and obnoxious roommate or just the con.fined area. This dilemna forces Subiaco students to
find a quiet and peacefol place to study. For some, there is nowhere better than the library
because in the library students are expected to keep qujet. Some students prefer to study
during morning assemblies where they are trying to cram information at the last minute.
Others see it fit to study in the classroom, right before the period that they have to take that
test. Still others see the bencl1es outside as an Lmdisturbed part of the campus. Regardless of
how and where studying takes place, there are copious places to get work done at Subiaco.

Denver Amerine (11) studies under a tree during his lunch break. If the
weather was right, there was no
place better to study and be by
you rself than ou tside away from the
loud dorms.

Robert lbeh (12) finishes up a
homework assignment while
wajting for morning assembly to
begin. You have to get your work
done sooner or later.

Brad Schluterman (12) crams for
his calcu lus exam during English
class. Often students found
themselves studyi ng for tests the
period right before they were
going to have it.

Joe Wilson (11) studies for a
vocabulary test during
mornjng assembly. Teachers
were always on the lookout
for students failing to pay
a tte ntion during as.sembly.

\1ichael Freerksen (09) decides to

get some homework done while
waiting on the Seniors to go though
the lunch line. The freshmen were
the I.1st to eat everyday of the week
during lunch. Isn't it a sad world?

Elliott Taliaferro {11) lies in
his bed talking on the phone
lo a very dose friend back
in Dallas. Talking on the
phone was a good way to
pass the time.

A.J. Jeu (11) show!, off his skills on
a scooter to Logan Knight {11) in
the dorms. Scooters were quite
popular at Subiaco because they
provided a way to get arou nd
quickly.

Oh, What Shall Pass the Time?
One interesting aspect of Subiaco is what people do around the campus for fun to keep
themselves occupied. Hunting is a very popular hobby among the day dogs as one can often
overhear their conversations about the senseless hm they had over the weekend. Boarders, on
the other hand, are forced to bring their hobbies with them up to school. The tennis courts are
often populated with various skateboarders trying to pull off that move they saw on the X
Games. For others, watching movies is good enough because you can't go wrong with a good
movie. Hobbies are appealing to Subiaco students because they provide something to do
when there is absolutely nothing going on at school.

Chase Allison (12) and Joe
Wilson (11) play each other in a
ga me of NHL 2001. Playi ng
video games was by for and
away the most popular pastime
at Subiaco.

Jibin Thankachen (12) reads a copy
of Sport Compact Car during
school. Cars were a hot topic.

Chris Kechejian (12) makes an
effort at keeping the environment clean. After seeing a
piece of plastic stuck in a tree,
he asked for the assistance of
Peter Brandt (11) and Robert
lbeh (12) to help take it down.

Playing the piano is a hobby of
Peter Brandt (11 ). Students often
found themseh"es in the sound
bootrut of Centenary HaU
practicing or just messing around
on the pianos.

Jeong Min Lee ( 11 ) and I-long Sun Bae
(9) realize that they didn ·1 get enough
rest the previous night so why not catc h
up on it now. Eyes closed and
snori ng prayer ,,as a common sight
at assembly.

Ri£ht:Shurchon Ha nley ( 12)
enjoys the comfort of the
window sill in Alumni llall. He
was even lucky enough to find a
nice pillow for added cushion.

Catching up on some Z 's
Left: Gilmar Gustma ( 12) dreams
of being in one of Shakcspearc·s
plays. instead of actually reading
n. Good idea but it probably
didn ·1 work.

Kyle Kordsme1er ( 12) sacrifices a stud)
hall for a chance to do a lmlc dreaming
We can onl) ,,onder ,,hat he is

Snoring, Drooling, Dreaming
Sleepers!!
Who hasn't had Fr. Hugh say, "Now is no time
for prayer. Please raise your head"? Who hasn't
awakened in a puddle of his own drool? Who
hasn ' t found it hard to pay attention because the
per on next to you is snoring so loud? Who
hasn ' t awakened to di scover that class ended ten
minutes earlier and no one had bothered to wake
you? No matter how much sleep a Subiaco
student gets at night, he still finds it hard to resist
the urge to catch a few Z's in class. Some classes
are just impossible to stay awake in, no matter
how energetic you were at the beginning. Despite the efforts of so many teachers, it is common to see a few heads drooped si lently in a
snoring, drooling, dreaming oraver.

Darrick Archangel ( 12) and Ben
Mulinzj ( 11) find time during
assembl) 10 catch up on what sleep
they had mi~sed the night before.
Morning assembly was al\\ays a
favorite napt1me for students.

Ale, Salb (9) practices the study method. Osmosis.
Study halls ,,ere agn·at ume 1odream of the ten
million things that you ,,ould rather be doing.

Luis Jimenez ( 12). Luis lonjarrez
( I 0), and Jason George (11) catch a
fewZ'sdunnga,anride. Dane~
Isidora ( 12) and Darrick Archangel
decide to just save their sleepmg for
the classroom.

I AM

fourth and goal on the one-yard line with no timeouts. 1 am the
twisted ankle that is not supposed to be played on. lam a 3-2
pitch, ba es loaded, bottom of the ninth, and down by three. I am
fifty guts during a sizzling summer football practice. l am a
daydreaming player getting yelled at. I am 16 long laps around the
track. I am a roaring crowd cheering a team to the playoffs. lam an
unnoticed tennis team who has won three consecutive state
championships. I am 200 fans "fired up." 1 am a senior football player
hitting Ole' Ray for the last time. I am a quiz bowl team blowing away
Paris. 1 am a slam dunk to fire up the crowd. I am the game winning
free throw. I am the hills the soccer players run25 times a day. lam that
unfair red card. lam the best fans in the state. lam the Coury Cup being
passed on. lam a slugger rounding first after watching the ball go over
the fence. I am the school blowing away Paris in every sport known to
man. lam the state-bound team having to practice at four o'clock on a
Sunday afternoon. lam a gulp of water for a tired cross-country runner.
lam a back flip all the way down the middle of the court. I am a skitless
freshman class performing an elephant walk in front of the entire
student body. I am a loud "WOOF EM'." Jam a prayer before every
game. I am a 60-year-old monk aspiring to be Pete Sampras winning
another Wimbeldon. I am a lone trackster training for another gold. l
am the three-mile loop on a winter day. I am a volleyball being spiked
on tl1e day dogs by the boarders. I am a water balloon fight on Bron Y
Aur. I am a state record field goal in football practice. I am ilie mant
of "WE READY." I am ilie rivalry between ilie Arkansans and
Oklal10mans over ilie Cotton Bowl. I am anoilier overtime. I am ilie line
drive landing one-inch foul. I am the team captains' running through
a sign before another victory over Paris. I am an ace in the final game
of the state championship. I am a bald head running down the courts.
I am USA painted in the endzone during September. I am a pickup
game on ilie tennis courts during a weekend. 1 am a smool iliat
functions as one team. 1 am a Trojan for life.

Athletics

left:Team capt:1111s. Craig Schluterman
and 13rad Sch lulcnnan ,;tare down the
Opposing captams as they prepare for
thc _coin toss. The Trojan.!. defeated
thc1rbiggcs1 nval. the Paris Eaglei;, to
P1ck up their second conference\\ m

Subiaco Football 2001

Expect Victory
"Expect Victory" was the topic of every pep talk and
eve1y cheer for the Subiaco football players repo1ting for
three-a-days. There were new jer eys, sho1ts. shi1ts and a
few new faces . August fifth. they began preparing for
what they knew was a ve1y tough schedule. Four teams
on the schedu le were ranked in the top ten of the state in
AAA ll1e season started out with four tough road games.
ll1e conference schedule started with two big wins over
Mansfield and Pruis. Hopes were high for a playoff birth
but the Trojans feU short of that goal. The coaching taff
never once lo t faith in the team nor did they let the team
lose faith in themselves. A squad of eight seniors led the
Trojans through a season filled with ups and downs.

Brad Schlutcnnan ( 12). a four-}car football player.
get:;; a quid: breather ~fore heading back into the
game. Because of the small number of players. Brad
\\ tb counted on 10 gi\ e I0(>°o for nearly the entire
game.

··Up man down. dov.n man up"'hollers
Coach Robcn Pugh. The TroJans paired up
forstre1ching before the Boone\ille game.

The TroJan defense huddles up 10 gel the
pla} fromKyleKordsmeicrfl2.). De.-.pnea
tough cfTon the TroJans lost theirfiaal
"-,.__ _ _ _ __,;;.__ gamc10 the Sandlizards.

Kyle Kordsmeier
All Conference
Cemer /Def. Line
Senior

2001 Varsity Football
UsThem
32
27
Dover
Pulaski Aca.17
62
12
Mansfield 16
Paris
32
39
Booneville 57
24
0
Clarskville 2
40
27
Waldron
Ozark
42
14
74
Dardanelle 42

CraigSchluterman
All Conference
Running Back/Linebacker
Senior

Record
LaMarcus Irvin
All State
Quarterback/Safety
Junior
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Shu rel ton Hanley ( 12) goes long for a pa,s. Although i1 wai.
Shurclton·s first year to play footba ll. he still managed 10 st::in
aHeceiver.

3-8

2001 Subiaco
Tro·ans

From Bottom Lett to Right
Anton Hubl. Phil Werner, BrecSchlutcrman, Willard \i\"ilks,Jubtin [d.art, TazJl-,hm,,,.\n, Kv le Kord,meier,
Jeff, Schluterman, Rehan Kh,1n, Cr.1ig Schluteman, Head Coach Mike Berry, ,'3:-btant Coach Gres
Timmerman, Mitch Wewer, Vinny lb(.•wuike, Sh.moon Wilkerson, Nick Thorton, A~si~tant Coach
Robert Pugh, H,1rry Bryant, L1Marcw, In•in, Jonas Strobel,Jacob Ward, Anrun Huber, Kevin Bedi,Carl
Koch, Rodrigo Veg.1, T.J. Schluterman, Shurelton Hanley, A.J. Jeu, Br,1d Schluterman, Jacob Endres,
Chris I lill , Ben Hook~, Matthias Zimmermunn, Gerson Penza
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··J .2.3. Playoffs.. hollered the Trojans
afterdcfeating the Mam,field Tigers. After
each game. before lea, ing 1he field. the
1cam gathered for a prayer and a cheer.

Lcfi:T.J. Schlu1cmmn (I:!). a fouryear foo1ball player. tnes to cool off
by takmg his helmet off T.J. \\OS
the lt."ading recci, er for the Trojans.

La"-larcus In in ( 11) rolls out for a pass
agamst the Ozark Hillbillies as Jacob
Ward ( 11 l tries to keep the pre!l.:ure off
La\1arcus.

Be low:··You guys have got 10 stop
thinking and '.\tan reacting:· screams
Head Cooch Mike Berry. Coach Berry
was qui1c the motivator\\ hen the team
needed -.ome !.pirit.

The offensi\.e squad for the Trojans
prepare to receh c the play from
Qunnerback LaMarcus In m. The
TroJans. dcspne being unable to ,, m.
were able to post some pretty big
scores

LaMarcus In in (II) puts one of hi-.
signature moves on an Ornrk defender and
heads for the end zone. La Marcus ru<,hed for
well over a thow,and yards and led the team
in 1ackles.
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:ack Left: Gerson Penza, Shurelton Han ley, J,1ce Rt.-ed, Carl Koch, Front Left: Ben Hooks, Chris Hill, Kyle
l)rdsmeier, A.J. Jeu, Jacob Endres, LaMarcus Irvin
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A rainy night for the Trojans, Andy
Koch, John Cauldwell, and Coach
Robert Pugh talk over their plan::;
for a defensh·e stop agains t
Clarksville.

The Junior Trojans were led by
Head Coach Robert Pugh. Freshman seasons often prove difficult
since the players ha ve Uttle time to
develop as a team.

Who's
Da
Baddest?

Coach Mike Berry congra tulates
freshman Juan Pablo Delgado on a
great defensive stop. The Junior
Trojan defense was responsible for
making most of their victories possible.
Andy Koch finally gets a sip of water
after running up and down the field.
Due to lack of experience many players had to play both ways.

The Junior Trojans had a
much improved year.
With their talent. many
games could have been
won with incrca!-cd
practice time. Ian Myers
and Andy Koch led the
JuniorTrojan offense.
However. all of the
Trojans contributed on
defense. With only 6
games and for some
players only a few weeks
ofprac1ice. lheJunior
Trojans pulled off an
exceptional year. The
Junior Trojans pu lled
together and developed
skills that wi ll make them

contenders for starting
positions on next year's

varsi ty squad.

Freshman John Cauld\•vell lincs up
for his next battle agains t a Golden
Arrow from Lavaca. John played
many positions on the field. He
was a receiver on offense and a
safety and corner on the defensive
side of the ball.

JUNIOR
HIGH
TROJANS
Us Them

C lark sville
Me n a
Dard an ell e
Lavaca
Boon ev ill e
Paris

7
7
7

14
21

14

28

20
0

0

0

Subiaco Academy Junior Trojans
Ian Myers is finall y brought down
after a long run in the Freshman's
defea t of the Dardanelle
Sandlizards. Ian is expected to be
a big help on the varsity squad in
2002.
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lop: (L to R) Jolu1 Gourlay, Michael Freerkson, Guillermo Putz, Will Cosner, ick Hughes,John Sontag.
Second Row: Juan Pablo Delgado, Mauricio Cruz, Jack Willems, Chris West, Browning Oliver. Third
Row: Stephen Short,Andy Koch, Ian Myers, Ryan Br,1d ley, Hugo Mier, Scott Vitro. FourU1 Row: Coach
Robert Pugh, Coach Greg Timmerman, Chad Komp, Charlie Ford, Eduardo Mellado, Adrian Leal,
Coach Mike Berry. Bottom: John Cauld\vell and Johnathon Weaver.
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Together as One
Joshua Marine once said, " Challenges are
what make life interesting; overcoming them is
What makes life meaningful. " This basketball
season brought numerous challenges to the TroJans in a variety of ways. One obvious challenge
Was the loss of starting point guard Jason George
towards the end of the season after hurting his
foot against Boonvil le. Another d1allenge came
through the opponents the Trojans faced from
Ozark to Southside. However, coming together
as a team and being able to overcome all odds
and obstacles made this season special. Although the tallest guy on the team was only 6' 3",
the Trojans always had the mentality that it is not
the size of the dog in the fight; rather, it is the size
of the fight in the dog. A wiLI within a team
always finds a way to be successful and that will
Was certainly present in the Trojans. Coad, Tim
Tencleve always taught that prosperity is a great
teamer but adversity is a greater. Even though
the Trojans faced much adversity throughout
the season, they had the same mentality as John
Donne, who once said, "No man is an island,
entire of itself; every man is a piece of the continent. "

Ralph Duda (11) s teps up his
delense against the Dardanelle
Sand Llzards. A lthough Ralph
was known as a sharp shooter on
the offensive end, his defensive
presence on the court improved as
the season progressed.
WE READY!! WE READY was
shouted at the beginning of
every game. It was nothing
mo re than a gesture to the o ther
team that they better be read yfor
the Trojans.

2001-02 Basketball Scores
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco
Subiaco

79 Bigelow
61 Catholic High
59 Dardanelle
68 Jesuit
75 Acron
37 DeQueen

73 HS Lakeside
64 Springdale

51
53
52
80
45
26
46
63

44 Paris

20

84 Waldron

50
57
47

56 Ozark
57 LR Hall
59 FS orthside54
57
67
74
83
83
76
62
73
76
77
59
60

55
71

56
65
50

FS Southside 52
Mansfield
Boonville
Clarksville
Waldron
Paris
Ozark
Dardanelle
Mansfield
Boonville
Clarksville
Dardanelle
Prairie Grove
Farmington
Ozark
Va!Jev View
PulaSki Acad.

39
42
58
38
56
56
77
41
36
47
62
50
38
59
59
56

MenaToum.
MenaToum.
MenaToum.

Dist. Toum.
Reg. Toum.
Reg.Toum.
Reg. Tourn.
StateToum.
StateToum.

Final Record 24 - 6

"This team is a
very cohesive
family that plays
great defense."
Coach Tim
Tencleve
Patrick Sullivan (12) and
LaMarcus lrvin (1 1) hold up a
first place trophy along with
the rest of the Trojans after
winning the Mena Tourname nt
early in the season.
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Norman Taliaferro (12), Shurelton
Ha nley (12), and Patrick Sullivan
(12) were the only seniors o n the
team. After four years o f struggles
and triumphs, the time finally came
to move on. It was fun.

(Standing from left) Patrick Sumvan, Denver Amerine, Ellio tt Taliaferro, Norman Taliaferro,
Andrew Henkel, (Second row) Coach TimTencleve, Coach Chris Pickartz,, Jason George, Ralph
Duda, LaMarcus Irvin, Coach Greg Timmerman, (Kneeling) Jack Cauldwc-11, Matthew Noble,
Ryan Pridgin, Tommy Schad, WilJard Wilks. (Not pictured: Shurelton Hanley and Alex Roehl)
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Jason George (I I) lays it up
against the Eagles of Paris.
With tenacious on-the-baU
defense, Jason created for
himself several easy layups.

Elliott Taliaferro (I I) stays out at
the top of the key and looks
inside for a post player. Elliott
was often called lo play v<1rious
positions from guard to post.
Whatever po<.;ition he played, he
was always an offensive threat.

L.1\1ilrcus Irvin (11) throws down
an ek'Ctril\ing, crowd-ra*ing
dunk. again._t Waldron.
La\1.ircu,•, athlebc abilitv raised
hi-. game to another level ·against
the Trojan':-. opponen~.
Patrick Sulliv,111 (12) shakes
oH a Dardanelle defender
\Vith a :-.wlft behind-the-back.

move. Patrick. was the <.;ixth
man for most of the year and
c,111,e off the bench Playing
numerous J-X)Sitiom, for the
Trojans

The Trojans gather for a team
picture after winning the Coke
Classic in Ft. Smith. Even
though the Trojans played
bigger schools, they came
together as one and showed
what they were made of.
(Top Right) Ralph Duda (11) spots

up for the three against the Paris
Eagles. Ralph's dedication and
pr<1ctice enabled him to become
one of the deadliest shooters in
Arkansas. On several occasions he
managed to hit the big shot at the
end of the game.
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Norman Taliaferro (12) brings the
ball up against Dardanelle.
Norman was called upon to play
the position of point guard
towards the end up the season
where he could use his quickness
over the larger forwards and
centers.

·•

I J

Shurelton Hanlcv (12} hammers
down a dunk du.ring practice
after ,;;chool. Although practice
was a ~riou~ occa~i n, there
wa~ alwav~ time to show off
some of \_-Our skills as Shurelton
was often doing.

~~id, !encleve signals a play from the sideline. Due to

Tc~,:~:ous offenses_an~ d~fenses the Trojans used, Coach
Trojans ~n~ften was md1catmg what setup he wanted the
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With three defenders around him,
Andy Koch, a freshman from
Scranton, puts the ball in for an
easy lay-up against Paris. The win
against Paris was especially enjoyed by the five players from
Paris.

Jeffrey Rehm takes a jump shot against a Lamar Warrior
defender. Subiaco suffered a conference loss to Lamar.
ErikJakobs from Alma shoob forh,·o ina win againstTrinitY.
Erik contributed gi-eatly on offense and had the most r~
bounds.

With a fierce look of determination,
Ian Meyers takes the ball to the basket. Ian started for the junior high
Trojans in both basketbaU and football.
WhenCoachGregTimmermanh.ides
his face behind his hand, the bench is
a much better place to be than on the
court.

Jr. Trojans
Us Them
Charleston 33
Dardanelle 46
Clarksville 31
Catholic High 17
Mountainburg 33
38
Scranton
23
Lamar
34
Paris
41
Trinity
Booneville 45
31
Ozark
43
Mansfield
Dardanelle 37
45
Waldron
32
Ozark

51
36
57
52
35

31
40
5

25
28

34
41
29

27
34

(front row) Eric Fortune, Ian Meyers, John Sontag, John
Gourlay, Erik Jakobs, Ryan Bradley, Chris West
(&,ck) Ren Osika, Chad Komp, Jeffrey Rehm, Cory Dielmann, Andy Koch, Michael Strobel, Jonathon
Weaver and manager Daniel Miller

Jwrior High Trojan Basketball Team:

The play is tight under the Trojan basket as !ohn Gourlay and Chad Komp
fight for a rebound against the Lamar Wamors.
Strategy. It's all about strategy. Coach Timmerman instructed his ere,,
before the game in hopt..~ that they would not only hear but carry out the
strategy.
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The International Sport
Leadership

Soccer

Dav id Ahn(ll) goes fo r the ball du ring a soccer game. Ahn's abilitiL
were necessary for a strong defense.

TI1e team ~ for a picture after
the first g,1nw of the ~a~m- From
left: \1r \1cl..aren, \r1ichael
SchneiderO l ), Jacob \1urphy(] I),
D,wld Ahn(l 1), Brendan CarroU
(11), Mauricio \fora(l l), Bobbv

Gerson Penza has been the most important
soccer player for the last three years in Subiaco .
Penza has a gift. Everytime he has the soccer
ball, opposing players fear him . Penza isthe
captain and top scorer in Subiaco's history.
Penza is more than a soccer player; his commitment to the team , as well as his motivation for his
teamates , makes him a great soccer player and
person . Penza is an international student from
Curacao . In his senior year, he strived to beat his
past soccer season records and help the team .

13ang(10), D.J. Larson(10), anl
Sergio Suarez(12).Bottom left:
Eduardo Mdlado(9), Diego de La
Garza(])), Willie Cue\·a (10),and
Luis Manjarrez( l O).

Gerson Penza

Soccer coach\ lichael Mcl....1ren h~
been an important moti\'alor for
the team. Mr. Mclaren isa winning
coach who has helped Subiaco to
ha\'e great ~awns.

performances.

Captain Sergio Suarc;, talks to the
defense during a game. Suarez is the
leader in the defense.
Captain Gerson Penza directs the
team du ring a soccer game.
Gerson is the best payer in the
soccer fie ld, and his motivation

The defense ,

.

- .

,

\\ atches clearly for the comer kick. Defen!iive concentration \\'il't \'Ital for tht! team !<. g,unc.

for the team is important.
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David Ahn slides down the line in his
sandals to return a forehand. Ahn (11) and
others showed that tennis can be recreational

instead of competitive.

The Champs!
With state championships the last three years in a
row and district titles every year since anyone in this
conference can remember, the '02 tennis team geared
up for another victorious season. Though the Trojans
lost their state finalist from last season, they are still
looking strong to go all the way. The Trojans will be
happy to have Alejandro Trevino on the team next
year. Returning Trojans included Cody Cox (11),
Anthony Gomez (11), Sam Walthall (11), and Nici<
Eckart (11 ). With so many juniors on the team, the
Trojans expected this season to be a building year for
an amazing squad for next season Coach Ephrern
O'Bryan, O.S.B, led the Trojans.

Br. Ephrem O'Bryan
discusses the practice
plan \\rith his main men,

Enrique Gonzalez (12),
Anthony Gomez (11),
and Cody Cox (11). All
three players were
members of the team
from last year.

hot one to an unwor-

thy apponent.
Enrique is the only
three-year Trojan on
the squad.

Under the leadership of Br. Ephrem, the Trojans
look to their leader to bring home another state
championship to Subi. 'We have at least six solid
tennis players," said Br. Ephrem. Trojan tennis
the line on a cold
hnny is one of the
win another

continued its winning season.

The Boys of
Summer
Theboysofsummeractually
started their season in the early
part of an unusually cold March.
The Trojans were led by Coach
Mike Beny, in only their third
season in 44 years. There are
onlythreeretumingseniorstothe
Trojans. Seniors Kyle
Kordsmeier, Jason Butler, and
Jeremy Seifert will lead the way
as the Trojans hope to make it
to their first state binh. The
Trojans also welcomed ome
newcomers this year, the
freshman. This year is the first
time the freshman. were allowed
to play baseball at Subi. ·'The
freshmen will cont1ibute on the
N squad and a few will be able
to conaibute on the varsity
quad," said Kyle Kordsmeier

Senior
pitcher
Kyle
Kordsmeier
throws in
the
bullpen,
while the
rest of
the team
takes
infield
only
weeks
before
their first
game.

Sitting
around
the dugout and
just
cha tting

practice.
"It was a
time to
relax and
get mentally
focused
before
taking the
field,"
said Taz
Johnson

.:=---•

(10).

(12).

A.J.Jeu (11) receives some
instruction as Kyle Kordsmeier (12) shows him by
example. A.J. played his
first season ofTrojan baseball this year.
Dreaming about it. A.J.
Jeu (11) can' t wait for
opening day, even when
he is just chilling.
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Matt Miller (11) and Jason Butler (12) prepare as senior Jeremy Seifert circles up the team
in left field for a pre-practice
stretch.

Jeremy Seifert (12) receives
another blazer from freshman Erik]akobs during BP
the tee. "Now I want you (batting practice). Ericwas
to focus on the ball and one of the freshmen who
when I let go, you swing," got to play with the varsity.
he says.
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Robert Ibeh, a senior from the Cayman Islands, astow1ded Trojans
and Trojan fans
on the basketball courts during half-times with his back flips. Even
more impressive but less well-known were his performances on the
track field. At the state 3 A trackmeet in 00-01, he placed first in the
100 meter and the 200 meter. In the 100 meter, he set a new state track
record with a time of 10.82 seconds.
Ibeh is an international runner, having competed in Hungary at the
World Youth Championships, in Guatemala, Aruba, Trinidad, Jamaica, Bahamas, Martinique, Barbados, Puerto Rico, Grenada and
elsewhere.
Over the Easter Break, he competed in the Carifta Games, a track&
field competition between the countries of the Caribbean. In July, he
will compete in the Commonwealth Garnes in Europe. He also plans
to compete this summer in the Central America Caribbean games, and
the World Junior Championships.
Look for Robert in the Olympics as he plans to be there in 2008.

Robert lbeh

Blue Arrow
Back Left: Jason George, Darrick Archangel, Mall Noble, Luis
Jiminez, Willard Wilks, Marco Corra l, Nick Thorton, Kyle
Kordsmeier, Tommy Schad, Sergio Sua rez, Denver Amerine, Rya n

Subi Tones
Back Left: Mitch \\1ewer, Jacob Murphy, Tyler Barham, Jacob
Ward, Nick Ecart

Cheerleaders
Jeremy Seifert, r-..:onnan Taliaferro, Patrick Sullivan, Craig
Schluterman, Andrew Holland

Pridgin, Craig Schlu tenna n, Elliot Taliaferro.

f;l'tJ?.'tl.

Ben Mdin71. \\'ilhc Cu1.•,·a,
~ .&-.n.
\Ir-. Chandra !tush. Je-rrv Chicn~
0.1n·cy Isidora, Kyle Kord<,m('ier, Darrick An:hangcl. Gabnel Fcm,mdl.'2. Jt.~ Yclil,
Eduardo V11 lde1., M,mricm Cruz, (nudd\c) C<-r.-on Penza, Jacllb Bae, Eric Chiu. Shou Ch1l'h
l.....'t!. Willard Wilk!.. Scrgiu5uarez, \ lauricio \lora, CarlO'>jimcnez, tfogu ,\lier, Ju,m dd
Gado, J..,.,u~ Orti1, !m•,l mw)Sun Bae, Jae Hong Choi, Jun Son Jun. lnM'UllJ: K.1ng. ul
\lan~,rnu, Matthl,1~ 7..1mm,mnann, r.,bto Aon.--., Juan ~tan.,,rrc,, Gmllem10 l'u11, F.du.irdo
\ldl,,do, Adrmn Leal. {bottom) Luis Jimenez, En rique Gonz.1le1., Cilffi;)r Cu~cma, Marco

Church
B.icl I.ell J=v Seilo.:rt, Willard \\ill_, J,,hn Butl,·r. l,,hn \latth,•w .. Coch· Co-... J,l,c('!b
End~. Palri.:J, Hid,£'\·, J<•hnm· Cht.'nl\eill, Piltnd, 5ulh\"I'\. krle Kvrd,mclff. \lo1rc:o
Ccirrill. S..-r~io Su,u\.'T., Run PnJgm. J,mu 5.lmb,__,t Thomas So.:had. lt"ll t-.oenl~t'T'.
Andi\.'\\- Scint.l~. Jarob Schlukrman. Br.1J Schlut,>nn.ln. A J Jeu. ,.1('{ S..ib, Cro11g
5.::hluterman. ldt So.:hlull"nMn. T111: John,ion Elhc>t Taha!t"'m) Tonv \bller J,-.nathan
Wea\cr. OenvcrAmt.'Tlnc J,1cl W1JJ.-rttl,

Student Council
Top: orman Taliaferro, Dc1rvey h,idora, Andrew Holland, A.J. Jeu,
David Post, Patrick Hickey, Sebastion Scott, John Butler, And rew
Sontag, Denver Amerine, Elliot Taliaferro, Craig Sch luterman, Dana
Garcia, Not Pictured Kyle Kordsmeier

Quiz Bowl

Drama

Back Left. Elliot Taliaferro, Denver Amerine, Norman Taliaferro,
Rehan Khan, Casey Hyke, Jonas Strobel, Jacob Ward, Kei th
Harmon, Richard Jone5., Mitch Wewer

Back Left: Matthias Zimmermann, Jack Willems, Willard Wilks,
Richard Jones, Z1ch Stewart, Alex Salb, Cody Cox, Harrv Brvant.
Anton Hubl, Kyle Kordsmeier, Cody Wright·. Anthony Gomez, Eric
Vu, Tony Miller

'lliilb<;;;;;,;h;;;;:,;;;;;;; - - - - -\l
Corr11I. Rd1an Khan, 811mm Kuq1,•••..berl

Concession Stand
Casey Hyke, Justin Costello, Thomas Schad , Cod y Cox

Model UN
James Connally, Dana Garcia, Marco Corral, Jus tin Costello, Matt
Noble

NHS
Back Left: Bree Schlutcrman, Elliot Taliaferro, Norman Tali,,ferro, Jack
Cau ldwell, Ryan Pridgin, Jonas Strobel, Cra ig Schluterman, Richard
lone~, Kyle Kordsmeier, Keith Harmon, Jacob Ward, Justin Costello,
Jua n Manjarrez, Eric Chiu, Denver Amerine, Anthony Gomez

Periscope
Back Left: r-.;orman Taliaferro, Gerson Penza, Brad Schlutem,an,
Darvey Isidora, Tyler Barnham, Lub Jiminez, Darrick Archangel,
Nick Eckart, Jason George, Sam \-Va lthal, Diego De La Garza, Luis
Manjarrez,

SENIORS
Allison, Chase
3917 South 27" Circle
Fort Smith, AR 72901

Gustina,Gilm.1r
Kaya Kikchi 11
Willemstad, Curacao
!'.:etherlands AnhUcs
(599-(5999·8&4-Sln)

(501) 646 78 48
Arch;angel, Darrick
Kwart,e #66
Willemstad Curacao
Netherland~ Antille:.
(599) 5999-76?-2298
Bedi, Kevin
11518 Colver Lane
Houston, TX

(281) 440-4846
Brousseau, Patrick
5b38 Riverbend Blvd
Baton Rouge, LA 70820
(225) 767-3188
Butler, Jason
13683 Rawhide
Parkway
Farmers Branch, TX

75234
(972) 247-3716
Che.ruvelil, Johnny
6206 Surfside Lane
Missouri City, TX 77459
(28 1) 499.9430
Chiu, Eric
Rum602 No42
Sun-Jiang Rd
Taipt?I, Taiwan
(866) 02-2507#11
Connally, James
16-11 Alberta Dr
Little Rock, AR 72227

(9271 740-8876
CoD"ilJ, Marco
Adolfo de la Huerta
911·A
83150 Hermosillo,
Sonora
Mexico

H;anley, Shurelton
Hoend erbert No 19
Curacao, LP 19
Netherlands Antilles
<S99·<5999-767-46n>
Herr, Kevin
588 Watson
Memphis, TN 38111
(901) 324-4634

Schluterman, Craig
4038 Old Military Road
Paris, AR 72855

(501) 963-3462
Schluterman, T.J.
13861 Eru.t St.1te Hwy 22
Subiaco, AR 72865
(501) 938 23 41
Seifert, Jeremy
1951 C reasy Valley Rd
Paris, AR 72855
(501) 963 6752

Holland, Andrew
1208 W Bradbury
Branch, AR 72928

Suarez, Sergio
A\'e Jeronimo Silh.•r
#1300-A
Col. Jeronimo Siller
Garza Garcia, N.L 6(1250
Mexico

(501) 501-7804

(52) 8303-3512

lbeh, Robe.rt
232 Jenifer Drive
Snug Harbour
P.O. box 30032 5 MB
Grand Cayman
Austria
(43-(345)-945-4763)
Isadora, Darvey
Beurs # 55
Curacao
Netherlands Antilles
(599}-5999-747-4859

Alley .t6
L1.ne 217
Nan-Yuan St.reel
Tainan 707
Taiwan

866-(6)-238-2965
Choffel, Nichol;as
1328 Wentwood Dr
ln•lng, TX 75061
{972) 25-1--1589
Coffey, Chris
114 S.Ala,eda Dr
Beaton Rouge, LA 70815
(2250 925-2610

De la Gatza Diego
Louvre #-120
Col Valle de San Angel
66290 Garza Garcia, NL
Mexico

(50ll n0-3003

Thankachen, Jibin
171 5 Meadow Green
Missouri C ity, TX 77489

52-(528) 303-2829

(28 I lN261-5460

Doppia, Erge.1 1
Cubaweg 105
Willemsldd, Curacao
Netherlands Antilles

(501) 963-65 II

Kechejian, Chris
515 Elden Ori,•e
Dallas, TX 75220
(212) 265-1177

2-40

Taliaferro, Norman
763 Pelican
Coppel~ TX 75019
(972) 304.9721

(52-(154)-2119

(870) 364-8166

0

Cox, Cody
803 A Kinkade Pl
Lowell, AR 72745

Thlas, Alex
3944 N, 5'" St.
Paris, AR 72855

JUNIORS
Ahn, David
A-112 Ssa ngyong Villa
39?-4 Toryong-dong
Yunsung-ku
T acjon 305-340
South Korea
82-42-862-4856

Hube r, Aaron
I 138 Red Barn Antique
Rd .
Pans, AR n855
(501) 934 4318

Chen, Jerry

Sullivan, Patrick
PO. Box 17831
San Antonio, TX 78217
(210)826-9609

Jimenez, Luis
Sor Juana Ines d e la
Cruz #701
Jimenez, Chihuahua
Mexico

Jo nes, Ric.hard
IOOBrookhoUaw Ct
Crosset, AR 71635

Canal, Brendan
3326 Crowe Hill Circle
Fort Smith, AR 72903
(5(}1) 646 7995

(599) 599-868-2682
Duda, Ralph
8-16 E Doubletree
Spnngfield, Mo 65818
9-11 n 886-n39

Hyke, C;asey
/IS Talbert Dr
Cabot, AR 72023

(501) 84-7598
llg,Chri s
611 E. \l'foodruff
Shl'n vood, AR 72 120

(501) 834-5130
Irving, La Marcus
3104 Valley Meadows
Dallas, TX 75220
(214) 351-2722
Jenkins, Cody
7028 Hllnters Glen
Dalla:., TX 75205
(214) 505-2195
Jeu, A.J
211)4 Lancing Rd
orth Lillie Ruck, AR
72 11 6
(.501) 758-76-4..J
Jimen ez, Carlos
Sor Juana Ines de In
Cruz #701
Jimenc.t, Otihuahua

(501) "63-8957

(870) 536-6069
D' Angelo, Jacob
RtJ Box 288
Dardanelle, AR 728.3-1
(501) 229-3508
Endres, Jacob
608N. History
Muenster, TX 76252
(940) 759-450-I
Garcia, Dana
56 Colden Glen
Sim Valley, CA 9302 1
(805) 578-9210

Gonzalez, Enrique
Sierr.:i Negra, 11 7 San
Ai,'llStin
S.in Pedro
Garza Gatd.1 , NL
Mi,:ico

(52-(528) 3563545
96

Kordsmeier, Kyle
710 Walnut St
Crosset, AR 71635

(870) 364-3644
Kuqi, Blerim
905 East G Street
AptD
Russellville, AR 72801
(501) 880-0011

Kahn, Reha n
P.O. Box 1-170
Pine Bluff, AR 71613
(870) 850-0025
Knight, Logan
P.O. Bo1( 953
Forrest City, AR 72336

Koch, Carl
2505 Ea.<;t Walnut
l'aris, AR 72855
(501) 963-3882

Penza, Gerson
Kaya Amistat #28
Curacao
Netherlands Antilles
(599) 5999-767<l633
Reed, Jact?
2838 Pelican Bay Court
Panama City Beach.FL
32408
(850) 234-1473
Schluterman, Brad
103 Spile.rville Road
Paris, AR 72855
(501) 934-4620

Koenigsede r, Jeffery
10-I North 15'~Street
Scran ton, AR 72&:,3

Arbogast, Andrew
6029 Maciness
901-682-3749

George, Eric
919 Peterson Bluff RD
Scranton, AR 72863

Lee, Jeong Min
Llfc Apt# 203- 107
Sam chum•Dong
Day Jeon 302-743
Korea
(82) (),12-1817-3363

Barham, Tyler
111 East Walnul Strt.>cr
Paris, AR 72855
(501} 963-8810
Bundi, Peter
304 E Academy
Paris, AR 72853

George, Jason
P.O. Box 192231
Little Rock. AR 722.t 9
(5()1) 568-72219
Gomez, Anthony
2805 Bent Oaks Dr
Burleson, TX 76028
(817) 4-17-S0-19
Hagan, Al ejandro
P.O. Box 1608
New York, iY 10163

(4-01) 886-5399

l50ll-963-2n2
Bullock, Hayden
1730 Red Bt-nch Rd
Paris, AR 72855

Harmon, Keith
l'H2NorthMnm
Searcy, AR 72143
(501) 279·1459

Nelson, Matthew
97 Mil Creek Or.
G reenbrier, AR 72058
(501) 679-6108

Noble, Matthew
606 W. Spring
Heber Spnngs, AR 72543

(501) >62-6753
Pridgin, Ryan
1244 Rodeo Are.na Rd
Scranton, AR i2863
(501) 936-7329

(5011 963-6203

Fly nn, Mall
2814 E. 3l • St.
Tulsa, OK 749-5528
(918) 749-5528

(50 1) 938-7489

(870) 856-4SS2

Mt'XtCO

Amerine, Denver
351 Corley Loop
Pans, AR nB55
(501) %3-62-6624

Bang, Yong Ho
#1 1-7 Shin Pyung Dong
Kuni City
Kyungpook
Korea
82-(54) "63-8810

Murphy, Jacob
86 Anchor L.1ke Dr.
H.udy, AR 72542

(52-(154)-21 19

(52 - (62)-158862
Costello, Justin
6()35 Stratton Dr
Pine Bluff. AR 71601

Mulinzi, Benj;amin
Boite Postale 2839
Kigali
Rwanda
(250-(630) 49i-8905

Rainwater, Adam
1'11 2 North ➔,. St.
Paris, AR T>..855

(870) 633-88"2
Ee.kart, Nic.K
2220 North State
Highway 309
Paris, AR 72855

Mora, J.Mauricio
Juarez 168 pte
Centro, 59600
Zamora, Michoacan
M<!-.cico
(52-(351 )-5 1-761-37

(501) 938-7087

Roehl, Alex
7405 Lnurier Or.
Ft. Worth, TX 76112
( 17) 451-6590
Sa.1b,Naef
Kaya Kokada #2
Curacao
Willemstead
Nethcrl.inds Antilles
(599) 5999-767--1237
Sc.had, Thom;as
1659 Krahl Rd.
Valley View, TX 76272
(940) 726-3490
Schneider,Mjch.iel
33 St. Philomena Dr.
Hardy, AR 72542

( 70) 856-3793
Strobel, Jonas
68 13 Old Military Rd
Subiaco, AR 72865

(501) 934-4-106

Walthall, S;am
318 Tr.ip Ml. Road
Hot Springs, AR 71913

Henkel, Andrew
4212 Bear Tree Drivt.>
Little Rock, AR P-223

(501) 609-5733

(50 1)868-1719

(479) 93-1-4620

Wewers, Milch
259 Wewers We
Paris, AR 72855

Herrick, Andrew
301 Sout-UM Street
Van Buren, AR 72956
(501)471-1896

Stew;art, Zac
119 Polk 67i
Mena, AR 71953

1501) 934-+181

Hickey, Palrid:
1520 North Jefferson

(407) 855-2045

El Dorado, AR 71730
(870)862-9723

Zimmermann,
Matthias
C raf-Spee-St. 2A
~n-Bredeney
45113
Germany

<49(-201)- 8417302

SOPHOMORES
B;ae, Hong Chuel
Chungsol Apt. 7- 1302
5-lmcheon-dong, Seo-gu
Korea
ll-82-42-1088
8 ang, Bum Ho
Ht l-7 Sh!n-Pyung Dong
KumiCity
Kyungpook
Korea

+52 (·54) -463-0131
Belton, Taurrin
21 9 South Clinton Street
B.ihitnore, MD 21224
Bryant, Harry
2803 South Surrey Dri\'e
CarTol\ton, TX T:i006
9 72-4 16-0321
CauJdwell, Jilc.k
P.O. Box 308
Pans, AR 72655
(501) 934-4036
Cho i, Jae Hong
18-SYong Moon Dong
Yong San Cu
Seoul, Soulh Korcu

+82 (-2)-7 16-2900

C ueva, Willie
6903 Hunnicut Road
Datlils, TX 75227

(2 14 ) 388-1958
Eckart, Justin
29 1(} Yocum St.
Ch.:irieston, AR 72933

(50 l) 965-2130

(972) 304-9721

1'7o2 Micoleu

Matthews.Joh n
136 Mas.c,mic Way
Oebwnre, AR 72835
938-n47

Vega, Rodrigo
DeCapolis 804
jardines de S.1n Agustin
S.in Pedro Garza Garoa,

(281 I 227-0168

N. L.

Creggs, Paul
320l E. Church Street
Paris, AR n855

Miller, Matl
3512 Wt"lborne Lant"
Flower Mound, TX
75022

(52(528) 363-- 1137

(SO I )963-3094

Ward, Jacob
310 S. Subiaco Ave
ubiaco, AR 72865

Hagan, Andrew
Box 1608
N~w York, NY 10163

1son

c9nl 355.2210

(501) 934-+198

(501) 394-470,

Butler.John
13683 Rawhide Pkwy.

(i179) 934-H51

Farme.~ Branch,, TX

Leal, Adrian
Pril. Monte Tohne
F226 Cal \'illa \1.ontan.a
San Pedro, , L. Me:i.;ico
8-338-2296

7523-1
(9n) 247-3716
Cauldwell, John
P.O. Box 308
Paris,AR 7'-85."i

(479) 963-4036
Wilson, Joseph
l1826 Cranboume Or.
Orlando, FL 32837

Taliaferro, Elliott
763 Pelican
Coppell, TX 75019

Manj ;ane2., Juan
622 '\forth 39"' I.
Fort Smith, AR 72903
(501)783-29 19

Sc.hluterma.n, Jeff
103 Sp1elerville Rd
Paris, AR n855

Flores, Pablo
110 uston, TX 710 16

r.o.

(4o1 )886-5399

Ave

HiU, Christopher
Rt. 2 Boxt29
Hazen, AR n06-I

Taylor-Harris, E.J.
5376 Derron Ave
Memphis, TN 381 15
(901) 369-0243
Thornton, ick
430 L. Street
Penrose, CO 1240
Home: (719) 3n-b47

(870) 241-3965
Hooks, Ben
Roule 2 Box 73A
Hazen, AR 7206-1
(870) 241-3826
Hubl, Anton
5707 Floyd Co:i.: Or.
tonnan, OK 73026

(405) 329-2876
Hunter, Brian
205 E. Chism Tr.
Paris, AR 12855
(>79) "63-3647
lbewuike, Vinny
7400 Vineyard Drive
Pl,1no, TX 75025

(972) 517-9243
Johnson, T.u
727 S. Brooklyn Road
R.1tcliff, AR 72951
(479) 635-0272
Kang, lnseung
Sin--sun Maul Apt. 201-

304
Seo-gu KwanJU Dong
Jae-jon 302-222
South Korea
+82(-42)-5+1-n9-1

Valdez, Eduudo
Poseidon 900
Contry Li Escondido.
Guadalupe
Mexico
Home: +52 011-528-349-

0865
Veliz, Jose
t,000 Glenmont #32
l-louston, Tx 77081

(713) 838-2074
Vu, Eric
3 164 Ltncuster Line
Port Nl>chei., TX n65t

(409) 729-0207
Wallilce, l;an
14900 N Penn ltlb'.36
Oklahoma City, OK

73134
(405) 936-0553
Weig;mt, Stephen
116 E. 14"'
Pawhuska, OK 740."'6

(918) 287-2970
Werner, Phillip
43q Grandview
C larksville, AR 72280
(479) i5-1-3b.5-I

Larson, Darryl
P.O. Box 2665
Lillington, NC 275-16
(910) 814-2.118

Wilkerson, Sh;annon
47 Mint Loop Rood
raru., AR 72830

Manjarrez. Luis
622 North 39"' Street
Fort Smith, AR 72903

Wllks, Wlllard
3317 Torbett Ave
Nashvi.llt', TN 37290
(615} 327-1656

(479) "6J.!l007

Cosner, Will
HC b4 Bo:i.; 660
G,m:., OK 74936
(918) n5.5523
Cn.iz, Mauricio
Estados Lmdos #337
Coloma Vistahennosa
Monterrey, J\. .L
Me:-.1co
+52 8-346-2-13-1
Delgado, Juan
Alforu.o Rev~ !11180
Cal Carrri2alejo
Garza Garcia, Me,,;ico
011·528-378-3660
Fe.mande1, Gabriel
Hda Bal\·anera lflO
Balcones del Campcstre
Lt.---on, Guanaiuato
37138
-+52(-4) -713-0197
Flo res, Gustavo
7702 Micollet
Houston, TX 71016

(281) 227--0lbB
Ford, Charlie
P.O. So~ 35
Ratcliff, AR 72957

Sardinh;a, Joshua
108 N. 35"' Street
Van Buren. AR 72956
(501) -174--7245
Schlutennan, Bree
20-I Shady Lane
Scranto n, AR 72863

(479) 934-45n
Schluterman, Jacob
18-11 Cane Creek Rd.
P.iri~, AR 72855

(479) 934-4369

Yoon, Jun Sung
511-120-I Mo~dong Apt
Mok 5-dong. Y•mschun•

gu
S..-OUI 158-755
Korea
+52 <-2)-2647-m-1

FRESHMEN
Blac.kstock, Ryan
111S. 44"'51.
V.in Buren, AR 72()56

(SO I) 471-8112
Bradley, Ryan
3605 Chism
P.iris, AR 72855

(479) 963-3605

Mus den, Paul
411 .Da L'i)' t
Gr~nwood, AR n936

Fosler, Newlon
1252 Everette Rd.
Gunpowder, MD 21010
(410) 6i6-2619
Freerksen, Michael
111 East Wood St
P.1ris, AR 72855

Gourlay,John
33 Finez.i W.:iy
H (U Spnngs, AR 71909

Hughes,Nicholas
505 Kalamazoo
ApL B
P.:ilis, AR 72855
(479) 963-8087
Jakobs, Eri.k
1026 Rivt"n'iew Dr
Alma, AR 72921
(47Q) 632-5397
Koch,Andrew
2087 Fritsche Rd.
Scranton, AR 72863

S;alb, Alo.
1155 :-,,:e\·ada 7
Buckner, AR n 27
<

70) 99-2902

Scott, eb;astion
3534 \'z Cr 3710
Wills Point, TX 75169
(903) 896-7-l.17

(SOI) 996-9144

Short, Stephen
1862 E. Brown
Pans, AR 72855
(>79) "63-3354

McDonald. Hayden
10020 Hwy 21 i
Charleston, AR 72933
(501) 965-2394

Sontag. John
1735 S. Dewy
Bart\es,•11le. OK 74003
(916) 337-0255

Mell;ado, Eduardo
Lomas Del Bosque 108
Lorn.,~ Del Campestre
66278 Garza Gan.ia, ?\..L.
Me,ico
+52 011-';28-163--0182

Strobel, Mkheal
t,cn..1 Old r-.tilitarv Rd
Subiaco, AR 72Sb5
(-lj'q) CJ3..J-.427b

\ •l ontes Alto-. lllbOJ

Vitro, Scott
123 Cedarglades Rd
Hot Springs, AR 71<101
(501) 627-0832

Col S.,n Agushn
b62b0 Monterrey, N.L
Mexico
+52 S-3-63- 18-15

Weaver, Jo nathon
P.O. Box 186
ub1aro, AR 72865

Mier, Hugo

(<79) 938-()719
Miller Dilniel
580~ Calumet Dr
Arlington, TX 760 17

West, Christo pher
2651 Blsworth Road
Subiaco, AR i2665

(>79) 9
Miller, Tony
528 , . \1offet

Jopln\, MO 64801
Fortune.Eric
13.30 N Madison
El Dorado, AR 71730
(870)8b3-02b4

(479) 922-5174
Post, David
8530 Fair Ha, en Rd
Altus, AR i282 1
{501) -H>S-2665

(870) 863-7433

(817) 465-8981

(479) %3-2040

(501) 783-2919

Lockwood, Mkhael
2019 Gaines
Cl Dorado, AR 71730

'\ew Blaine, AR 72851
(479) 938-,2523

(417) 781-4bo8
Myers, Ian
1104
Hickorv
P.uis, AR i2855
(479) %3-3671

7620

Weston, Stuart
5&-1 Hwy . llO
Clinton. AR 72031
(501) 7"5-2%0
Willems, Jadc
H Robinwood Dr
Searcy. AR nt43
(501) 268-1574

Oliver, Browning
2901 W. Dallas
Broken Arr,.,w, OK 74012

(9181 250-15n

Wright, Cody
IOb Ht?nSOn Dr
Paris, AR 72855
(479) 963-3754

Ortiz.Jesus
b009 Bell."lire Blvd.
Apl #1~9
HUUS!(ln, TX 77081
(il3) 067-5319
Oslic:a, Ren
13CJ Rainbow La.ne
81gelow. AR n016
(501) 759-2410
Post, Jacob
5 Ai,hley Dr
Morrilton, AR 72110
(501) 354-4
Puu, Guillermo
Eulio Carranza #1091
Col Palo 81anco
Barza,G,1rcin
Me'rCiCO
+52 01 t-528-336-5211

(479) 9:l!\-7573
Komp, Chad
5-178 Old Military Rd
Subiaco, AR 72865

Rehm, Jeffery
<M8Cravensl.ane
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I AM

the Parker Uniforms strutted about the campus. I am a new
pair of Jordan's being sported. I am a ike cap turned
backwards. I am the Abercrombie sweater worn to one of
the many school dances. I am a platinum chain bling blingin'. I am a
platinum watch with diamond rocks to brighten my way. I am the pair of
torn Levi's that are seen only in the dorms. I am the bell-bottoms your parents
wore. I am the fro that is back in style but must wait till this summer. I am
a Thursday run to Pizza Hut for Heard Hall freshmen. I am a bottle of Lukas
being downed in the back of a classroom. I am a Josten's senior ring sported
by one of the proud and few members of the class of '02. I am a striped tie
that always seems to hang low off the collar and can be found under a
student's bed after the 2:55 bell. I am a Subiaco sweatshirt worn by almost
every student and faculty member. I am Ludakris boomin' the halls on a
peaceful Sunday morning. I am an actor wearing Bob Kelly makeup in a
play. I am the Oaklies worn by a baseball player battling the sun in the
outfield. I am the visit to a favorite local eye glass retailer when the glasses
need repaired or replaced. I am a new X-box or PS2 being unwrapped over
the Christmas break. I am an RA taking a smooth sip of Post Farnilie grape
juice. I am the craving of a new DVD for bored boarding students. I am the
magic carpet that Bedi dreams about daily and nightly. I am a state
championship ring strutted by the tennis players of the last three seasons. I
am the snowboard only to be used once in Arkansas. I am the somewhat
famous Chix Combo. I am the overalls worn by the grounds keepers. I am
the old blue and orange bus boomin down the road, drivers wanted. I am the
new pocket PC looking professional. I am a toboggan worn by a freezing
islander in the harsh winter weather. I am a package of Ramen noodles
keeping a poor boarder from starving to death. I am Mr. McLaren's hair
fleeing for the back of his head. I am the best looking uniforms in the
conference. I am a key chain attached to a rope or a string bearing an emblem.
I am the school emblem ona senior tie or a faculty sports coat. I am the leather
jacket worn by a dean. I am the hot chocolate often mixed in coffee to make
the always tasteful moccachino. I am the pie in Marcus' hair. I am the candy
machines taking yet another dollar. I am the tuition of $14,000, uniforms of
$500, books of $450. I am priceless.

ADS
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EN~ING ~RO~.
..... INC,

Phone (479) 963 -2292
Fax (479) 963-3501

Ruil dinK lvtn1<.-r1ul,

501 -934-4298

TIIOMAS M. SPIVEY,
D.D.S., P.A.

Congratulations
to the
Class of 2002

General Dentistry
Office Hours
By Appointment
20 E. Short Mountain Street
P.O. Box 387
Paris, AR 72855

Fax Number

50 l-9S4-426S

c -o, ._... , . ,np.~

F-- l <.>c> 1

50 l-9S4-4S I0

1-l~nt_ &

.,., , ,

W u l l p a p Pr &

l.l111l-.

l ' n 1n1

Hlgh,ivay iUl

Su b ia co, Arkansaa 7•866

LOGAN COUNTY BANK
600 Main Street
(479) 938-2511
Fax: (4791 938-7084
Subiaco Branch: 934-4203

Member FDIC

Congratul ations to the Class of 2002

May God's abundant blessings
be with you throughout your journey in life.

Lee Roy Smith
and the
Developm ent Office Staff
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God's blessings for a bright future .
Br. Mel, O.S.B. & Staff

Coury House

....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 103

The Outpost
P.O. Box 79
Subiaco, Arkansas 72865
4 79-934-4646

David L. Rush

Tonya & Brian Johnson

Rush, Rush & Cook

(me, too, Cade Alan)

Attorney at Law

Subiaco
Federal Credit Union

NCUA
Subiaco, Arkansas
934-4201
Your savings federally
insured to $100,000

208 East Walnut
Post Office Drawer 607
Paris, AR 72855
Tolephone (479) 963-3002
1713 South "D" Street
Fort Smith, AR 72901
Tolephone (479) 785-4466
Residence (479) 938-2809

Good Luck
to the

ELSKEN INSURANCE

•

5th & Highway 22
Paris, Arkansas 72855

963-3006

1-800-350-3006

SHELTER INSURANCE
COMPANIES
www.shetterinsurance.com
LIFE • HOME • CAR • FARM • BUSINESS

Elsken Real Estate

QCountry·
United

5th & Highw,y 22
Paris. AR 72855

BILL ELSKEN
Broker

Offic" (501) 963-3006
House: (50 1) 963-3776
800: (800) 350-3006
Fax: (501) 963-6039

No One Knows The Country Like We Do•

. ~.

·~---

CARMA GRAPHIX
T•shi..rt, Caps, Jackets, Golf Shirts, Tote Bags, Aprons, Towels,
Ball Teams, Banners, Professional Logo Design
Auto, Truck & Boat Graphics

Pari , AR 479-963-6609
16 years of experience makes us your
best choice for quality screenprinting

24-Hour Wrecker Service

Mike
Frederick's
Body Shop, Inc.
(479) 963-2242
24-hour phone

2715 West Walnut
Paris, AR 72855

Congratulations

Class of 2002

Class of 2002
Fr. David /tlcKilli11, Dit·ector
Rose Schneider, RN
Richard fllltclrer, LPN School N111·se
l11fir111ary Staff: Fr. Herbert Vogelpohl

Fr. llllrold Jleiman
Br. Patrick llogan

B,-. lle11ry Furlmmnn
F1·. A1uh·em Weavers
Br. ltlau,·us DiSllbella

Phone: 479-963-3051
800-467-3325

from the

Subiaco Alumni
n
A

514 West Walnut
Paris, AR 72855

Paris Express
"Serving Logan County for over 120 years"

479-963-29 0 I
P.O. Box 551
22 S. Express www.paris-express.com
Paris, AR 72855

Amerine Eye Clinic
~

<.:tlJ7

Dr. Perry Amerine &
Dr. Dena Amerine-Harris
Optometric Physicians

Dr. Christopher A. Greer - Eye Surgeon
25 E. Walnut
Paris, AR 72855

963-2661

Glidewell Distributing

506 W. Comn1 ercia l
Ozark, AR 72949
667-3809
107 S. Logan
Charleston, AR 72933
965-7595

Wholesalers of Cigarettes, Tobacco,
Cand ies, Groceries .

5705 Steep Hill Road
P.O. Box 180937

Fort Sm llh. AR 72916

U!
Working together,
making the world brighter for. . '{O

50 1-649-3999

====--=--=:;=======
~======================; ;=======Good
Luck
Schwartz Seniors 2002
Dooge ·Chiysler ·Jeep

'lHc ~AVING~ PlACc'
On flglwoy 'fl. ~ P11~ Arko~

3830 W. State Hwy. 22
Paris, AR 72855

1-800-891-3017
106

from the
Admissions Office

Open: 6 am - 8 pm Mon. • Thurs.
6 am - 9 pm Fri. • Sat.

Highway 22 East
One Block East of the Square
(479) 963-2413

Susa n's
Bea uty Salo n
Susan Tencleve
5218 E. State llivy. 197
Scranto11 , AR 72863
479-938- 7500
8 a.111. to 5 J>.111.

CORNER STORE
"More than just a
convenience store!'
5th & Walnut
963-6436

Adams
Plumbing & Electric
Complete
Mechanical & Electrical
Contractor

c:Ro£t.'t 9wu.'taL dlomt.
Mr. Pat Weaver '76
Ms. Evelyn Bauer
and the
Blue Arrow

1700 E Walnut
Pans. Arkansas 72855
'To Serve As We Would Be Served"
501/963-6188
JAMES WHITE

TIM BELLAMY

JANELLE BAKER

Manager

Funeral O,rector

OtlaManager

206 West Main St.
Paris, AR 72855
(479) 963-32 55

Congratulations, Gerso
Wherever the future may lead,
May you always have the wisdom and
strength to follow your dreams,
The courage and ambition to meet new
challenges,
And may you have the happiness and
pride that come with success.
We're so proud of you for the accomplishments you've made in your life.
Remember there is no limit to where you
can go or what you can do.
But more than just your accomplishments
got you where you are today;
Faith in God, good morals, a sense of
humor
And a loving heart contributed to make
the wonderful rnan you are.
Gerson, we love you and we want you to know
how proud we are of you.
May the future bring you everything you
are dreaming of and more.
Love,

Mom, Dad and Saskia

CONGRATULATIONS

Congratulations,
PATRICK

Becky
Jennie and Sam

Congratulations Jacob!
Way to Go!
We are so proud of you.
Mom and Dad

Angie
Mark, Kaleigh,
& new niece

OB END

With great love and pride,
Dad, Mom
Jessica & Erin

ENRIQUE
We are very
proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad,
Paola y Tita

T.J.,

CHLUTERMA
Jacob,

We are very proud of your accomplishments. Keep up the hard work.
Love Mom, Dad and Torie

We will miss you, Jacob.
Good luck at A&M.
Love, The Schluterman's

Congra tulation s Chris
Success is best
defined as a
progressive
realization of a
worthy goal.
Success is best measured by
how far you have come with
the talents God has given.

Congratulations to

James Connally and Eric Chiu
Friends Forever!

From your family
Take delight in the Lord, and he will grant you
your heart's requests. Psalm 37:4

Kyle
Kordsmeier
Sr.
2002
We love you!
Dad, Ida, Laura & Nicole
Keche·ian
I IO

We are proud of all your accomplishments, but most of all, we are
Proud of the man you have become! We wish you much success;
and WE LOVE YOU!
Mom, Grady, Leslie, and Dad

111

You did it, Punkin'.
I'm so proud of you!

ALEX

Fantastic!
We love you!

Congratulations,

Richard Samuel Jones rv,

Mom, Dad,
Emily, Beth, Grace and Audrey

Craig Schluterman
'02

Our dream of you being a Subiaco Trojan
has come true. We love you, Craig.
Mom & Dad
Marie, Julie & Ryan
Jennifer, J.P. & Joshua

"To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield."
Alfred, Lord Tennyson

on a job well done!
May all your hopes and dreams come true!
We are so proud of you.
All our love,
Mommy
---..i
and
Dad

CONGRATULATIONS ANDREW!

We are so proud of your hard work and dedication.
The "road less traveled" has been the right choice!
Keep that smile and don't stop whistling!
We love you!
Mom, Dad and Matt

Two roads diverged in a wood, and II took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.
Robert Frost
ll4

CONGRATULATIONS, CONGRATULATIONS
SHURELTON
When the Lord brought you our way,
wha t a special gift you have been and
still are to us. We have seen you grow in
many ways, Son. The progress you are
showing makes us very proud of you.
You have come a long, long way, and
still have a ways to go!
Go for it,
Shurelton!
We are proud
of you!
Mom
and
Dad

BUBBA!

I'm so proud of you!
Love, Katie

CONGRATULATIONS

JUSTIN '02

TIMMY - '79; DANNY - '77; TERRY - '75;
PAUL - '71; MIKE - '69; PAT - '64

Norman

-----....,,,.__._

'
....-,,
.....,.,...__,.

------

Son, we are so very proud of you
and all that you have accomplished to date. You are a true
inspiration to us in the way you go
through life looking for the joy and
fun that so many others miss in
their rush. Your heart is as large
as the group of friends and family
that you have gathered around you
at most times. We love you more
than you will probably ever realize
and will continue to marvel at your
wealth of spontaneity and overwhelming joy in sharing yourself
with all that surround you. The future is yours to make of it
whatever you choose. Remember that we will always be here to
love, encourage, and support you in all that you reach for.
May God continue to bless you and keep you safe in all that you
do.
We love you, son, and are looking forward to seeing what
trememdous opportunities the future holds for you!
Mom and Dad

Sergio

Remember this:In a dictionary
is the only place where you c
find "success"before "work."
We are very proud of you!
With love,
Your Family

Cloyes Gear
Paris & Subiaco
963-2105

CHOICES
In today's world, you have a wide variety of
choices when it comes to furthering your
education, deciding on a job, selecting a
career or otherwise planning your fututure

Make the FIRST TEAM
Your First Choice in Financial Services!
YOUR FINANCIAL INSTITUTION FOR THE FUTURE!

NATIO
Phone: (479) 963-2121 11 E. Main St., Paris, Arkansas Fax: (479) 963-6510

Ahn, Chanook I 9,21,44,86,87,88
Allison, Chase 30,43 ,64
Amerine, Denver24,44,47,99,80,81 ,82
Archangel , Derrick 19,26,30,43 ,54,94
Arbogast, Andrew 44
Bae, Hong Chui 11 , 19,48,87
Bang, Bum Ho 19,48
Bang, Yong Ho 9,44
Barham, Tyler 44,62
Bed.i , Kevin 21 ,31 ,43
Belton, Taurin 48
Blackstock, Ryan 8,28,58
Bradley, Ryan 51,84
Brandt, Peter 17,44,80
Brousseau, Patrick 9,20,31 ,42 ,43
Bryant, James 27,48,80
Butler, Jason 31 ,43 ,62
Butler, John 51
Bullock, Hyden 8,44
Carrol, Brendan 44,47,87
Cauldwell, Jack 48,51.80.81,82
Caudwell, John 17,78,79
Chen, Yen 19,98
Cheruvelil, Johnny 32,44,43,88
Choi , Jae Hong 19,48
Chieu, Eric 19,32,43 ,60,98
Choeffel, Nick 44,47
Coffey, Chris 8,44,46
Connally, James 32,43
Corral, Marco 18,28,33,43,64
Cosner, Will 51
Costello, Justin 33,43
Cox, Cody 13,26,44,60,6 I ,89
Cruz, Mauricio
Cueva, William48,49,5 l ,87
D' Angelo Jacob 9,23,33,43,57
De la Garza, Diego 19,44,47,87
Delgado, Juan Pablo 19,51,79
Doppia, Ergell 44
Duda, Ralph 8, 14,44,56,80,81,82
Eckart, Nicholas 17,45
Eckart, Justin 48
Enders, Jacob 8,34,42,43,60,63

Femandez, Gabriel 9,51
Flynn, Matt 45
Flores, Pablo 48
Flores Gustavo l 5,51
Ford, John 7,51
Fortune, Eric 52,84
Foster, Newton 52
Freerkesen, Michael 52
Garcia, Dana 7,34,43 ,99
George, Eric 45
George, Jason 8,45 ,47,58,80,81,82,94
Gonzalez,Enrique 18, 19,23,34,43,88,89
Gomez, Anthony 13,26,45 ,60,62 ,89
Gourlay, John 52,64,84,85
Gregs, William 48
Gustina, Gilmar 12,20,35,43 ,57
Hanley, Shurelton 6,19,43,27,35,58, 74,80,83
Hagan,Alejandro 11,45,93
Hagan, Andrew 48
Harmon, Keith 45 ,57
Herr, Kevin 6,27,35,42,43
Henkel, Andrew 48,61 ,81
Herrick, Andrew 48
Hickey, Patrick 13,48
Hill, Chris 48
Hooks, Ben 49,99,41
Holland, Andrew 36,43,57,60,99
Huber, Aaron 45 ,57,
Hubl , Anthony 49,99
Hunter, Brian 49
Hughes, Nick 52
Hyke. Casey 15,45
Ibeh, Robert 15,36,43,
Ibewuike, Vinnie 22,27 ,49
Ilg, Christopher
Irvin, La Marcus 21,27,28,45 ,60,79,80,81 ,82,83,93
Isidora, Darvey 19,23 ,36,43
Jakobs, Eric 9,52,84,85
Jenkins, Cody 20,45,80
Jeu, A.J. 28,45,47,57,91
Jimenez, Carlos 10,18,19,45,47
Jimenez, Luis 10,18,37,74
Jones, Richard 37,43
Johnson, Taz49,91
Kang, In-Seung 9,11, 19,49,50

Kechej ian , Chris 6,9,20,23 ,3 7,42,43 ,60
Khan, Rehan 45
Knight, Logan 45 ,61
Koch, Carl 16,44,45 ,46
Koch, Andy 52,53 ,78,79,84
Koenigsder, Jeff 8,45
Komp, Chad 52,84,85
Kordsmeier, Kyle 6,9,38,43,74,75,95,96,91
Kuqi, Blerim 18,38,43
Larson, D.J. 48,99,87
Leal, Adrian 18
Lee, Shou Chieh 19,49,98
Lee, Jeong Min 9,19,45
Lockwood, Michael
Manjarrez, Juan 45
Manjarrez, Luis49,87
l'v!ardsen, Paul 98
Matthews, John 45
l'v!cdonald, Hayden 99
Meilado, Eduardo 19,52,87
l'v!ier, Hugo 9,52
Miller, Anthony 19,24,52,99
Miller, Daniel 29
l'v!iller, Mattew 8,9,20,45
l'v!ora, J. Mauricio 18, 19,44,45 ,47 ,86,87,93
l'v!ulinzi, Benjamin 18,45,60
Murphy, Jacob 45,87
l'v!yers, Ian 53,78,84
elson, Matthew 45,99
obJe, Matthew 46,47,80,81
Oliver, Browning 8 28 53
Ortiz, Jesus 15,53 ' '
Oslica, J.Ren 9,53,84
Penza, Gerson 19,20,38,43,87
Post, David 49
Post, Jacob 53
Pridgin, Ryan 12,46,99,80,81,82
Putz, Guillermo 53
Rainwater, Adam 17,46,64
Reed, Jace 9
R.ehrn, Jeffrey 53 84 85
Roehl, Alex 46,4 7 '
Saab, Naef 15,28 ,46
Sardinha, Josh 49,50,56
Salb, Alex 53

Schad, Thomas 15,27,46,61,62,80,91 ,99
Schluterman, Brad 39 53 63 75
Schluterman, Craig 6 9 27 39 43 56 74 75
Schluterman, T.J. 8,39,43 ,62 ' ' ' '
Schluterman, Bree 49
Schluterman, Jacob 49
Schluterman, Jeff 49
Shneider, Michael 46,87
Scott, Sebastian 53,99
Seifert, Jeremy 6,40,43,57,61 ,91
Short, Stephen 53
Sontag, Andrew 64,84
Stewart, Zachary 27,49,99
Strobel, Jonas 16,46
Strobel, Michael 53,84
Sullivan. Patrick 6,9, 12,20,40,43 ,61,80,81,83
Suarez, Sergio 18, 19,28,40,43 ,60,86,87
Taylor-Harris, E.J. 20,27,50
Taliaferro, orman 6,9, 12,20,41 ,42,80,8 I ,82
Taliaferro, Elliot7,8,46,59,99,81 ,82,83
Thais, Jacob 4 I ,43
Thankachen, Jibin 25 ,41 ,43
Thorton, Nicholas 50 9 I
Trevino, Alejandro 47
Valdez, Eduardo 50
Veliz, Jose 50
Vega, Rodrigo I 9,25 ,27,46,47,99
Vitro, Scott 53
Vu, Tuan 50
Wallace, Ian
Walthall , Sammy46,88
Ward, Jacob 16,46,98
Weigant, Stephen 50
Weaver, Jonathan 8,30,53,84
Weaver, Mitch 16,46
West, Chris 53,84
Weston , Stuart 28,44,53
Willems, John 53
Wilkerson, Sheannon 50
Wilks, Willard 50,8 I
Willson, Joe 45 ,60,98
Wright, Cody 53
Yoon, Jung Sung 9,11 ,19,50
Zimmermann, Matthias I 8,23 ,46,47

Colophon
Subiaco Academy, a fully accredited college-preparatory boarding school, has an enrollment of 177 students. For the 2002 PAX, the
editor was Kyle Kordsmeier. The advisor was Mrs. Hermina Fox
and the staff consisted of Patrick Sullivan, Craig Schluterman, Juan
Mora, and Patrick Brousseau. Two hundred and fifteen copies of
this book were printed at a cost of $30 dollars to each student. The
cost for the entire book was roughly $11,000.
All copies were created, written, and carried out by members
of the PAX staff. Throughout the book Palatino font was used. All
sections of the yearbook were created in Adobe PageMaker 6.5.

A Trojan for Life
These four simple words encompass all that Subi students and
graduates feel about the school, all of the love, loyalties, and the
fond memories. We, the PAX of 2002, hope we have accurately
portrayed the students' response to this call, in both the good times
and the bad, through the laughter and the tears, and we hope this
portrayal will help you to always remember and respond to that
call.
I

The 2002 PAX Staff
Editor: Kyle Kordsmeier
Staff:
Patrick Sullivan
Craig Schluterman
Juan Mora
Patrick Brousseau
Advisor: Hermina Fox
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1' Fonner Yugoslav leader S!obodan

1' Twenty-e1gh1 youths are arrested

Milosevic faces 1he International
Tribunal in The Hague for U.N war
cnmes, mcludmg the murder and
persecution of ethnic Albanians
in Kosovo.
..J...

Arnencan Air1mes Aigh1 587 crashes
into a Queens neighborhood in New
York City on November 12. killing
alt 255 people on board. Structural
failure of the plane's tail assembly
apparen1ry causes the tragedy

for starting bush fires !hat destroy
hundreds of thousands of acres
of forest and fannland and kill
thousand of koalas and kangaroos
in southeast Australia
,J,

Convicted Oklahoma City bomber
Timothy McVeigh 1s executed by
lethal in1ection for destroying the
Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building
in April 1995...l.-kilhi]g_ 168 peoQ!e.

..J...

1' Russian President Vladimir Putin
and President Bush agree to cut
nucleann1~earsenalsbynearly
two-thirds. Later, Bush unilaterally
pulls out of the 1972 Anti-Ballistic
Missile Treaty to pursue a missile
defense system.
~

Americans face armed guards
and tighter check-in procedures
as airport secunty restrictions are
heightened following the terrorist
attacks on September 11.

1' Japanese Crown Princes~
Masako gives birth to a baby girl
In OecemberThe1Jlrth generates
fresh debate about male-only
succession to Japan's throne
➔

Americans face another form of
terrorwhenanthrax-laced!etters
are sent to members of Congress
and the media. Five people are
killed in the attacks, and clean-up
of government buildings costs
millions of dollars.

As Operation
Enduring freedom
begins. the U.S
milita,yairdrops
food rations to

1' On November 7 the supersonic
Concorde airplane flieS for the first
lime smce the July 2000 crash that
killed 113 people. Righi f002
travels from Paris to New York 1n
just under tour hours

1' sc,entistsatMassachusetts
General Hosp1tal discover that

out in the heat as Americans
expenence record warm
temperatures across the country
In December and January.

beauty triggers a brain response
1n men that 1s similar to reactions

to cocaine and money.

f- President Bush approves stem cell
research. but only on cells already
extracted. The research is highly
controversial because extracting
thecellskillshumanembryos

➔

j

Scientists report that vast fields
of carbon dioxide ice are eroding :si
from the poles of Mars. Over time. J
this could possibly prompt the
j
return of water 10 the Red Planet. ~

~--~
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oer 11 Fox Ne-.·1S Chan
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-

conOenseO mtllc mtxlun!
popularinLallnAmer1ca.

+- Hollywoocl pleclges support for
fjew YOl1<-the Seplemb8r 11
terror1staltal;la;bymaillngavar1ety
DI., Love NY"lashlon slatlmenlS.
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+- The Amoncan 111Q s11ows up anywhere ano
M,ywherl IS patrlols across the country Oisplay
thelf ••IIPDII lor U.S troops ballllng ,n Operatlon

Enchlnngf-

f- Shrek and Donkey, voiced
by Mike Myers and Eddie
Murphy, hit the theaters
to teach a valuable lesson
about true love in Shrek
➔

~

MTV, the llrst television
network devoted exclusively
to popular music, celebrates
its 20th anniversary.

1" Entertainers and maior lV networks 1' The Lorri of tht Rings: The
come tooether in htStonc tastuon !or
Fe/Jowsh1p of tne Rmg, the first
the ·Arnenca: ATribute to Heroes~
movie of J.R.R. Tolkien's fantasy
tetetMn. raising over S150 miUIO'l
trilogy, receives 13 Oscar
for September 11 relief efforts.
POminatons ioclud 10 Best Piclure.
.J, Nmte:noo·s Gamecube and

M1crosoft"s X·Box enter the video
game market to compete with
Sony's smash·hIt PtaySta11on 2

.J,

Steven Spielberg and Tom HankS
collaborate to produce tne
1().episode HBO Wor1d War 11
epic Band of Brothers. based
on the best·selhng bOOk by
Stcpherr Ambrose

show IS de!rvered m two doz.en
reaH1me episodes based oo one
action-pac"-ed day In the II1e ot
fic11onal CJA iigent Jack Bauer

1' 1970s Swedish band Abba enjoys

1' The WB scores a flyaway hit

revival m the Broadway .smash hit
Mamma Mia! The musical features
three intertwined love stories and
over 20 of Abba's greatest hils

t- The Emmy Awards !or Best Actress
and Best Supporting Actress in a
Comedy go lO CBS's "Everybody
Loves Raymond~ stars Patricia
Heaton and Doris Roberts.

with MSmallvitle.~ the story ol
Superman..s high school years
The show stars newcomer Tom
Welling as the young Superman
➔

Actor Josh Hartnett solidifies
his role as a leading man
in Hollywood with a parr of
blockbuster war movies: Pearl
Harbor and Black Hawk Down.

•

1' Sony Pictures. Warner Bros.
and Paramount movie stud,os dtSCuss the ,omt
creation ol Mov1efly-lhe first tnlernel·based
downloadable movie rental system

~

PopuJarrawe,JaRUle•
nominated for the 2002 NAACP

Image Awards Outstlndmg
H,p-Hop/Rap Arust tor the
song LMn' It Up

7 Singer/actress Aaliyah • ~lied
ma private plane crash 1n Ille
Bahamas. During her eight-year
career, Aatiyah released three hl1
CDs and appeared m several
feature films.

e hit movie OBrother. Where An Thou?
try music's top-seller !or 2001 and receives
mination for Album of the Year

Music

t- The 14-poinl underdog New
England Patnots shock NFL viewers
by ktekmg a dramatic last-second
field goal to upset the St Louis
Rams 20-17 in Super Bowl XXX\11
➔

Michael Jordan,38, returns to the
NBA with the Washington W12ards
Jordan fills arenas natJonw1de and
propels the previously doormat
Wizards to instant respectability
with an over-500 record.

1' The ColO<ado Avalanche Slca1e lo
lliclo,y ,n Ille 2001 NHL Anals
against Ille New J<rsey Oevfls,
mar1dng the first Stanley Cup win
for 20-year veleran Ray Bou111ue

~

San flanctsco's Sany lkl!lds
mallls baseban histOly wlilt 73
home runs and an aslOul1d1ng
elugglng pen;entage ol
.863-botn aH-4illie records.

~

In July, Dale EJmhantl Jr, wil1s !ho

Pepsi 400 In Daytooa, Ironically, Eamilanll's vlclory
comes on !ho same track wllere his
-died Just five months earlier.

➔ In

November, NASCAR
superstar Jel Gonion
wlnshlsfourthWlns1an
Cup Championship.

to liver cancer at age 69
~

John Walker lindh, a 20-year-old
California native, becomes aprisoner
of war after he is found in Afghanistan
fighting for the Taliban forces. As a
US. citizen. Walker may face charges
of treason.

➔

demeanor of British
hostess Anne Robinson.
The future king of England, Prince
William of Wa!es, 19, enters
the University of St. Andrews
in southeastern Scotland
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